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Is enzyme immobilization a mature discipline?
Some critical considerations to capitalize on the
benefits of immobilization

Juan M. Bolivar, a John M. Woodley *b and Roberto Fernandez-Lafuente *cd

Enzyme immobilization has been developing since the 1960s and although many industrial biocatalytic

processes use the technology to improve enzyme performance, still today we are far from full exploita-

tion of the field. One clear reason is that many evaluate immobilization based on only a few experiments

that are not always well-designed. In contrast to many other reviews on the subject, here we highlight

the pitfalls of using incorrectly designed immobilization protocols and explain why in many cases

sub-optimal results are obtained. We also describe solutions to overcome these challenges and come to

the conclusion that recent developments in material science, bioprocess engineering and protein

science continue to open new opportunities for the future. In this way, enzyme immobilization, far from

being a mature discipline, remains as a subject of high interest and where intense research is still

necessary to take full advantage of the possibilities.

Key learning points
(1) Is enzyme immobilization a mature discipline?
(2) Should any enzyme immobilization improve the enzyme features?
(3) Is the failure of one support and one reactive group using a specific immobilization protocol sufficient to discard the method to immobilize an enzyme?
(4) What can go wrong using a random immobilization system?
(5) Is enzyme immobilization always recommended?

1. Introduction

Enzyme immobilization, defined as confining one or more
enzymes in a defined space, was originally developed to solve
the problems of enzyme recovery and reuse, during the middle
of the previous century.1–4 Protein and enzyme immobilization
have been used in both the design of biosensors as well as of
biocatalysts. Immobilized enzymes and proteins have also
been used in a wide variety of industrial applications, such as
the analytical, pharmaceutical, commodity chemicals, food
and cosmetic industries, as well as energy production and bio-
medicine.1,5–9 In biosensors, the enzyme immobilization is

often essential, because it is necessary to have the enzyme
located in a specific place (e.g., on the tip of a transducer).8,10

However, that may not always be the case if an immobilized
enzyme is going to be applied as an industrial catalyst. Here,
the use of an immobilized enzyme may not always be essential,
other than to fulfil economic aspects of the process.1,5,11,12

Initially, the price of enzymes was incompatible with the single
cycle use of enzymes, making convenient or even indispensable
the use of heterogeneous biocatalysts to facilitate enzyme reuse
to make the process economically feasible.1,5

There are many different enzyme immobilization strategies.
In some of them, an ex novo solid is constituted after the
enzyme immobilization. That is the case for co-polymers, where
the enzymes are trapped or crosslinked during the polymeriza-
tion of one or several co-polymers.13–15 This strategy became
quite popular in the last century, and even the company
Boehringer commercialized a biocatalyst of Penicillin G acylase
using this immobilization method,16 but it is currently scarcely
utilized, as the reproducibility of the method is not very
high and the mechanical properties of the final biocatalyst,
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determined by the co-polymerization process, cannot be
selected in function of the requirements of the reactor. In a
broad sense, as a specific case of enzyme immobilization via
co-polymerization the immobilization using sol gel strategies
become also very popular, mainly in the area of the biosensors
because it may be easily located on the tip of the sensors.17–21

Nevertheless, it is still quite a utilized enzyme immobilization
strategy today.22–24 Here the enzyme is coated with a silicate
that is formed by polymerization of different polymers, that
require a curing step usually coupled to UV irritation or heat,
the immobilization is trapped and require the formation of
small pores, that generate high diffusional restrictions. Due to
the hydrophobicity of these systems, results in terms of activity
recovery and stability use to be not very high, in fact some

authors propose to previously immobilize the enzyme in a
porous support before trapping on the sol–gel matrix.25

Another enzyme immobilization strategy that was developed
to produce ex novo solids was the production of cross-linked
enzyme crystals, commercialized by the company Altus.26–29

This strategy requires the purification of the target enzyme, its
purification and the final crosslink with some bi-functional
reagent, giving biocatalysts with a very high mass activity, but
quite expensive. Prof Sheldon proposed at the beginning of this
century a simplification of the strategy; the cross-linked enzyme
aggregates.30 Instead of crosslinking enzyme crystals, he proposed
the precipitation of the enzymes to get an aggregate, which after
its chemical crosslinking could be utilized under any reaction
conditions.31–34 This strategy is compatible with the aggregation
of the enzyme with other enzymes (to prepare combi-CLEAs),35–37

polymers (to improve crosslinking or generate enzyme nano-
environments)38,39 or magnetic nanoparticles (to facilitate the
handling).40–43 A company (CLEA technology) was created to
commercialize CLEAs from different enzymes. However, the
poor mechanical resistance makes that this biocatalysts must
be utilized in reactors that do not submit the particles to
mechanical stress, such as basket44–46 or vortex reactors.47

In fact, some researchers have proposed the trapping of the
cross-linked aggregates in solids with better mechanical
features48–51 Other very popular strategy of enzyme immobiliza-
tion in ex novo solids is the formation of nano-flowers, where
the enzyme is incubated in some metal salts and a metal crystal
grows using the enzyme surface as nucleation points.52–58

In some instances, enzyme stability or activity may increase.27,52,55

However, again the mechanical fragility makes complex to use
these biocatalysts in industrial processes, and many researcher
tarp the nano-flowers in materials with better enzyme features.59–63

In fact, very recently has been proposed to make the treatment
on previously immobilized enzymes to have the positive effects
of nano-flowers and of immobilization in preexisting supports.
The enzymes may be also immobilized in the form of crystals
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coated by proteins. In this strategy, a highly water soluble
compound (or an amino acid, a salt or a sugar) is mixed with
the enzyme and drop by drop added to a solvent where its
solubility is almost null.64,65 This permits the formation of a
crystal in whose surface the enzyme is present. This relative old
strategy permits a simple preparation of immobilized enzymes
that are only useful under low water reaction systems.66 Metal–
organic frameworks (MOFs) have an increased popularity as
candidates for enzyme immobilization platform, thanks to
their remarkable versatility in structural design of the frame-
works and simple surface tunability, Although they can be also
previously generated, forming a pre-existing support, and uti-
lized to immobilize enzymes, the enzyme immobilization on
MOFs via in situ encapsulation or biomineralization belong to
the production of ex novo solids after the enzyme immobilization
and deserve to be mentioned67,68 The possibility of establish some
enzyme–support physical interactions and tailor the pore size
prevent enzyme leakage (except if the support particles are broken
during operation).

All this immobilization methods producing ex novo solids
are very interesting, but their massive industrial implementa-
tion may be complex due to the difficulties to produce them in
tons/year, moreover, the mechanical resistance problems that
they present constitute a very important drawback that can
limit their implementation.

The other alternative to immobilize enzymes is the use of
preexisting solids as immobilization matrix. There is a huge
amount of available different commercial supports with differ-
ent mechanical features (flexibility, rigidity, pores sizes, etc.) to
immobilize enzymes that may be supplied in hundreds of kg
without problems. We will mainly focus on the use of preexist-
ing solids in this review, although many of the points may be
extrapolated to this kind of biocatalysts.

In any case, although enzyme immobilization has some
impact on the final cost of the biocatalyst, this was compen-
sated provided the costly enzymes could be reused.1 Among the
immobilization costs using pre-existing supports, we can
include the support cost (including transport to the final user
and storage until utilization), the immobilization process itself
(reagents, reactor and manpower) and the final disposal of the
inactivated biocatalysts (if the support is not biodegradable,
which may include storage, transportation and final processing
of the inactivated biocatalyst).1,2,5,69 In those cases where the
enzyme lost some activity after immobilization, this decrease
of enzyme activity could also be considered a cost, as more
enzyme or longer reaction time would be required in each
reaction cycle.

Today, however, the costs of producing enzymes (at large
scale) have been much reduced through microbial strain
improvement (by genetic engineering and design of better
protein overexpression systems), optimization of fermentation
conditions and improved enzyme recovery processes.70,71

Although not all enzyme prices have been so reduced, it may
be expected that in the future a further decrease of enzyme
price can be produced.70,71 Moreover, of particular interest in
recent years, is that other approaches have also been developed

to address the reuse of enzymes such as the use of two-liquid
(aqueous–organic) systems, where the product is in the organic
phase and the enzyme in the aqueous phase.72,73 Following the
reaction cycle, liquid–liquid separation allows facile separation
and thereby recycle and reuse of the soluble enzyme, provided
that it remains active, or could even be run continuously.72–76

Thus, other advantages aside from enzyme recovery and
reuse might also be needed today to justify enzyme immobili-
zation. One obvious general advantage of using immobilized
enzymes is the possibility of a stricter control of the process,
which may be critical in some instances.5,77,78 Examples of such
processes where a precise control is required include kinetically
controlled synthesis (where maximum yields are transient and
frequently over the thermodynamic equilibrium)79–81 and reac-
tions where partial modification of a substrate is required
(e.g., production of bioactive peptides by controlled partial
hydrolysis of proteins).82,83 Another advantage of using an
immobilized enzyme is the prevention of product contamina-
tion by the enzyme, which (mainly in food technology) may be
very undesirable.5,84 Likewise, for pharmaceutical products, the
FDA requires all protein be removed prior to the formulation of
small molecule APIs.5,85 Immobilized enzymes may also be
used in many alternative reactor configurations5,77,86,87 and,
on the path towards lower-priced products, the use of continuous
reactor technology, with high enzyme loading, is also of great
relevance for the introduction of enzyme immobilization.86,88–93

For example, using immobilized enzymes, it is possible to use
high concentrations of enzyme to get an accelerated reaction,
because now the risks of enzyme aggregation may be avoided
(enzyme in a support may be over 100 g l�1 of packed
biocatalyst).88 In this way enzyme immobilization is receiving
a renewed interest as an enabling technology in the trend of the
transition from batch to continuous processes and further
process intensification.72,86,88–95 Examples of process intensifi-
cation associated with enzyme immobilization include separa-
tion unit integration (e.g. integration of enzyme purification
and catalyst preparation; in-line product isolation facilitated by
easier downstream processing) and reaction intensification
(e.g. reaction acceleration by enzyme concentration or by the
facilitated use of non-conventional reaction media) can be
found in the scientific literature.72,86,88–94,96 Moreover, the
recent growth of the so-called flow-biocatalysis field rests in
many cases on the off-the shelf application of established
immobilization techniques.88,97,98 However, the achievement
of these goals still requires going beyond ready-to-use immo-
bilization protocols and the careful design of the immobilized
enzyme.88,97 Additionally, enzyme proteolysis (if the enzyme is
a protease or if the extract containing the enzyme of interest
also contains proteases) may be prevented by immobilization
(at least in porous supports).84,99,100 However, these requirements
and advantages are not general for all enzymatic processes, and
they may not be sufficient to justify the enzyme immobilization in
a particular case. Fig. 1 summarizes some of the often-claimed
advantages of enzyme immobilization.

Considering the original concept of enzyme reuse to justify
enzyme immobilization, many researchers have tried to couple
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this requirement to the solution of many other enzyme draw-
backs (Fig. 2). In this way, it has also been shown that enzyme
immobilization, if properly designed, may increase enzyme
stability (e.g., via multi-point or multi-subunit immobilization),
and thereby not only the enzyme may be used for more reac-
tions cycles, but also the range of conditions where the enzyme

can be used may be expanded, leading to better process
performance.99–103 In some processes, only the immobilized/
improved enzyme is able to catalyze the reaction under conditions
(e.g. high temperature, presence of co-solvents, presence of
deleterious chemicals) where the product yields, solubility
and stability of the substrate/product, or any other reaction

Fig. 1 Potential advantages of enzyme immobilization. Enzyme immobilization is often associated with general advantages at different stages of
bioprocess and biocatalyst application. Biocatalyst reuse (A), and enabling continuous use (B), are common consequences of supporting the enzyme
within a porous support. Downstream processing is also facilitated due to the easier separation of product medium and biocatalyst (C). Other claimed
advantages include enhanced design of the bioprocess since immobilized enzymes are usually associated with easier reactor design and application (D),
practical intensification of reactions (E), and ease of continuous modular processing (F). Enzyme immobilization is frequently associated with the
enhancement of the functional properties compared to soluble, e.g. stabilization (G). Finally, enzyme immobilization is considered an enabling
technology for the preparation of multi-catalyst and hybrid chemo-biocatalysts.

Fig. 2 Functional advantages of enzyme immobilization under properly designed methodologies. While enzyme immobilization is often associated with
enhancement of the functional properties of the enzyme when compared with the soluble counterpart, this is mainly true in selected cases when the
immobilization is properly designed (A). In those cases, different functional advantages can be obtained such as enzyme stabilization enabling the
increase of the operational use and enhancing total turnover (B), enabling the use of enzyme under otherwise incompatible reaction conditions (C),
enabling one-step purification-immobilization (D), and increasing enzyme reaction specificity (E).
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parameter are suitable for scale-up and with commercially
relevant performance.100,104–106 A recent discussion about the
commercial requirements for scale-up highlights not only
reaction yield and product concentration as critical, but also
productivity and specific yield (which are in a trade-off).107

Immobilization may also be coupled with enzyme purification,
as occurs in the case of lipase immobilization on hydrophobic
supports and tagged enzymes on their corresponding affinity
supports (e.g., using hetero-functional supports).10,108–110

Immobilization may also have other positive effects on certain
enzyme features: activity may be increased, selectivity and
specificity may be tuned, or inhibition may be
decreased.99,101,102,111–113

To achieve such results, a library of different biocatalysts
using the same enzyme needs to be prepared. The library
should be of sufficient size that the possibilities to have a
biocatalyst with improved features in a specific process are
large enough.101 Furthermore, in many instances, only a prop-
erly immobilized enzyme will be able to perform the target
reaction in an adequate way.114–118 Hence, immobilization may
still be critical to the application of enzymes in many processes.

Moreover, the use of single-enzyme processes has, to some
extent, been replaced in recent years by multi-enzyme processes
(e.g., for co-factor regeneration and/or cascade reactions).119–125

For instance, it has been demonstrated that the possibility of
co-immobilizing enzymes and cofactors enables not only the
re-use of enzymes, but also the regeneration and continuous
reuse of expensive cofactors.126–130 Many enzymes can be found
(or else tuned) to operate under relatively similar reaction
conditions (pH, temperature, and pressure) meaning that the
linking together of enzymes in this way is much easier than
with conventional metal-based catalysts. Indeed, some specta-
cular industrial examples in the pharmaceutical industry exem-
plify the power of this approach.125,131–135

Nevertheless, multi-enzyme processes introduce entirely
new challenges where controlled spatial and temporal position-
ing of enzymes becomes of great importance, and dissimilar
stabilities of the involved enzymes play a role in biocatalyst
re-usability.120 Here, the development of new enzyme immobi-
lization strategies to solve the problem of poorly matched
enzyme stability plays a special role and is an area of particular
growth.136–140 Enzyme immobilization may also be coupled
to other techniques to improve enzyme features, such as
site-directed mutagenesis, directed evolution or chemical
modification.10,109,141–144 In fact, of special interest are those
strategies where site-directed mutagenesis or chemical modifi-
cation has been developed to improve enzyme immobilization
itself.10,141,145–150

However, these techniques may in some cases produce more
active soluble enzymes, which may inadvertently give greater
challenges for enzyme immobilization, if they are not properly
considered.151–153 Thus, an aspect often overlooked is that
protein engineering has been used to improve the specific
activity of many enzymes.154 This is of course positive, but also
means that the risks of diffusional limitations (including sub-
strate and/or pH gradients, see later in this review) are increased

when enzymes are immobilized in porous supports.151–153 This
represents a new reaction engineering challenge, but one where
the design of new immobilization strategies can play a
significant role.

Enzyme improvements that can be achieved following
immobilization may be a good justification for investment.
However, all these advantages, even the most general ones, will
only be achieved if using properly designed immobilization
protocols. Thus, aside from the challenge of having to design
specific immobilization protocols to match the requirements of
a given process, there are also several new scientific issues of
significant relevance, which today require investigation. Fig. 3
illustrates some potential problems of enzyme immobilization
that will be discussed in the following sections.

2. Costs of enzyme immobilization

Before starting with the immobilization studies of an enzyme
for a specific process, we should consider if the inevitable
costs as a result of immobilization justify the potential
benefits1,2,77,155–158 (Fig. 3B).

As described previously, one of the costs of the enzyme
immobilization is the price of the support and of the immobi-
lization process itself.69,159 In this way, one of the common
statements in the scientific literature is that the immobilization
protocol, and mainly the support, must be cheap, to the
point that in some instances this fact is even mentioned in
the paper title.160–163 Unfortunately, in many instances this is
stated without any real economic balance. Likewise, sometimes
important factors are not considered. For example, the loading
capacity of the support may be critical to determine the real
support costs. With respect to this parameter, a support able to
immobilize only 5 mg of enzyme per g of support is really
much more expensive than a support that costs 3-fold as much,
but is able to immobilize 50 mg enzyme per g of support. For
example, agarose beads can immobilize a mass of enzyme even
higher than the mass of solid in the bead.164 Preparing a
biocatalyst with low enzyme loading will also produce some
additional problems for the reactor, since it will require a high
mass of support per volume of reactor. For a stirred reactor this
may be limited dependent upon the type of mixing (usually
to around 10% v/v).155 Similarly, if a proper immobilization
system makes the enzyme 5-fold more active than the soluble
enzyme in a given process, one can reduce the fraction of solids
in the reactor. This increase in enzyme operational activity can
occur if the immobilized enzyme is used under extreme condi-
tions and the enzyme stability is improved by the immobilization.
In such cases, the immobilized/stabilized enzyme may have more
activity than the free soluble enzyme, because it is not disturbed
by the severe conditions, unlike the soluble enzyme103,165,166

or if the enzyme adopts a conformation with higher activity
than the free soluble enzyme.167 Here the final price will be
lower than other cases where an immobilization process (and
support) is cheap but did not improve enzyme activity under the
reaction conditions. If the enzyme stability is improved by a
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specific immobilization strategy in the target process and
conditions, the increase in the operational stability should also
be considered, although this may reach a limit. This limit will
be fixed by each specific factory configuration, since at some
moment the reactor will need to be stopped, washed and
reloaded, even if some enzyme remains active. In fact, enzyme
stability may be better considered by mass of product produced
per unit of biocatalyst than by considering the traditional
temporal half-live.168 Hence, the selection of a proper immobi-
lization system is not a trivial task, even from the economic
point of view alone.

If enzyme immobilization is essential, or it has been decided
to reduce the cost of the process by reusing immobilized
enzymes, the balance between product added value and enzyme
costs must be evaluated. If the price of the product (or even the
substrate) is very high, this may be produced best by soluble
enzymes, provided they have sufficient activity (i.e. the enzyme
contributes a small fraction to the final product cost). This is
often the case in the pharmaceutical industry.1,5 However, if the
immobilized/improved enzyme alone is capable of carrying out
the desired reaction at the desired yields and reactor produc-
tivity, then immobilization becomes a necessity.80,81,104 In this
situation, the enzyme engineer has an advantage: the allowable
cost of the immobilization may be quite high, as this will
be just a small fraction of the price of the product produced.
For example, in the case of biosensors, since the amount of
immobilized protein required per assay may be in the nano-
gram scale, even very sophisticated immobilization protocols
can be used, provided a good biosensor performance can be
justified.169,170 Likewise, in biomedicine, the costs of immobi-
lization become relatively small compared to the final benefits,
and the use of sophisticated protocols may be justified if they
are the only way of getting the desired result (low toxicity, high

bio-stability, low immune response). For example, the use of
the expensive genipin as a support activator reagent is justified
by its lack of toxicity in these instances,171–174 while the use of
genipin in industrial biocatalysis would be much harder to
justify.175 In fact, as the price of products which industry could
consider producing using sustainable technologies like bio-
catalysis reduces, the need for effective reuse and recycle of
enzymes increases, in order to keep the cost contribution of the
enzyme to the final product low enough.12,158,176 In this way,
enzyme immobilization maintains its relevance today.

If the added value of the final product is low (e.g., bulk
chemicals, biofuels or many food products), all costs are
important and the enzyme immobilization, if it permits the
reuse of the enzyme for many cycles, may improve the competi-
tiveness of the process.156,158,176 Any concomitant improve-
ments to the enzyme regarding its stability or increased
activity via immobilization are also of particular relevance for
these low-priced products. However, in this case, the immobi-
lization will be limited to simple (and cheap) protocols, since
the allowable cost of the biocatalysts cannot be excessive.
In this case, if only a very sophisticated immobilization proto-
col permits preparation of a biocatalyst with the desired
performance, this will prevent the use of that immobilized
enzyme, and necessitate the search for alternative enzymes that
have intrinsically better properties. If Nature did not provide a
suitable enzyme, the properties of the available enzymes may
be improved by site-directed mutagenesis or directed evolution
to a level where the enzyme features are good-enough for the
particular process.11,143,144,177,178 The improved enzyme may
then be immobilized, if immobilization is the only way to reuse
it. The potential of the new techniques to improve enzyme
properties is truly impressive and growing all the time.179–185

This requires an initial investment, but later the improved

Fig. 3 Potential problems of a poorly designed immobilization protocol. (A) Enzyme immobilization design is a multi-parameter process design that
involves selection of material, chemical or protein engineering of the enzyme as well as immobilization chemistry. Problems for the implementation can
be due to: (B) cost of the biocatalyst; (C) difficulty of scale-up of the immobilization protocol to industrial scale. (D) Negative effects on the biocatalyst
performance.
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enzyme may be produced at a low cost. A proof of the potential
of these new techniques is the design of artificial plurizymes
(bearing two different biologically active centers),186 and how,
one of these active centers can be modified using a selective
irreversible inhibitor coupled to an organometallic catalyst.
This way, an enzyme is generated bearing two active centers
with entirely different properties, useful to catalyze cascade
reactions.187 Likewise, enzyme stabilization via protein engi-
neering has proven very effective in many cases.144,177,188–190

However, these alternative approaches do not mean that enzyme
immobilization is irrelevant, especially considering the possibility
of integrating immobilization with other enzyme stabilization
techniques.10,141,145–150 In order to ensure reasonable enzyme
immobilization costs, deeper investigation into enzyme immobi-
lization is required, often on a case-by-case basis.

3. Enzyme immobilization: large-scale
versus small-scale

When defining an enzyme immobilization protocol, the
researcher/engineer should consider the ultimate scale of the
process (Fig. 3C), always keeping the end use of the biocatalyst
in mind. If we need to design an immobilization protocol to
prepare 1 kg of a biosensor (that may be valid for 10 000 000
assays), the jump from the laboratory to industry may be
relatively simple. However, when we need to produce many
hundreds of kgs of biocatalyst, the change of scale from the
laboratory to industry necessitates suitable large-scale immo-
bilization protocols.99,159

One critical point is the stability of the functional groups in
the support. Using small volumes of enzyme and mass of
support, the mixing of support and enzyme may take seconds,
and even a relatively unstable active group in the support may
be suitable to immobilize the enzyme. On the other hand, using
thousands of liters of enzyme and hundreds of kilograms of
support, the mixing can take a relatively long time, and a support
activated with unstable groups will be inappropriate.159

Another problem is the toxicity of some of the more hazar-
dous reagents. If the factory is specialized in enzyme immobi-
lization, this may be a minor problem, as the engineers will be
familiar with the management of these kinds of compounds,
and they will have all the required licenses and security
precautions in place. For example, a factory producing activated
agarose beads will be familiar with the management of sodium
borohydride and sodium periodate,164,191,192 being able to
immobilize enzymes in glyoxyl agarose without serious logis-
tical problems. However, if the factory is devoted to a biotech-
nological process using the immobilized enzyme, and the only
immobilized enzyme that it produces is the one in question,
the requirements to use certain reagents may be excessively
complex and may prevent the use of this particular immobiliza-
tion strategy.

The complexity of the immobilization process itself is also
something to be considered. Using some few milliliters, steps
for the washing and change of the reaction conditions can take

seconds, while in a reactor of thousands of liters, this may take
many minutes. In this way a protocol that involves many quick
changes in experimental conditions may be inadequate for
large-scale production, although well-suited for a small-scale
laboratory protocol. Moreover, at the small-scale, the handling
of solid suspensions is relatively easy and keeping well-mixed
protein/support suspensions is readily achieved. In contrast,
maintaining well-mixed suspensions of protein and solids at a
large-scale requires consideration of the mechanical stability
of the support material and the characteristic mixing time,
especially in cases of quick immobilization protocols. Hence,
there are clear differences between the requirements for large-
scale and small-scale immobilization processes. Perhaps for
this reason, enzyme immobilization via simple physical adsorp-
tion is often preferred at large-scale for immobilized enzymes,
even with the inherent risk of enzyme leakage during operation
that this may have.193 Among the covalent protocols, epoxide
activated supports are preferred due to their simple application
(they are very stable).194–199 This popularity is despite the fact
that the necessary final blocking step of the remaining epoxy
groups in the supports is often ignored. This blocking step can
make the final immobilization process still more complex, but
may be necessary in some instances, as we will discuss later.200

On this basis, research on enzyme immobilization should
be focused on how to convert these ‘‘easy-to-use’’ supports
and techniques into potent tools to improve enzyme features
(e.g., by separating immobilization and incubation steps),84,90

although this may not have the same academic impact as a
sophisticated new immobilization protocol. Sophisticated enzyme
immobilization protocols, even if they can greatly improve enzyme
features, are nowadays of interest mostly for small-scale imple-
mentation (or for very high-priced products) and academia, while
awaiting engineering developments that can make feasible their
application at a larger scale.

4. Negative effects of an inappropriate
enzyme immobilization on biocatalysts
performance

Immobilization, considered as the incorporation of an enzyme
in, or on, a porous solid support, is a relatively simple process.
Most of the solids are not physically inert and therefore most of
them will be able to immobilize enzymes.159,201,202 Ironically,
a real problem is how to prevent enzyme fixation to solid
surfaces when this is not desired.170,191,203–207 In fact, such
unspecific and uncontrolled adsorption of proteins to solids
becomes a problem in many instances, such as in immuno-
biosensors, the use of membrane reactors and also medical
implants.159 Although the scientific literature is full of reports
about new supports and new protocols to immobilize enzymes,
most of them are inadequate for improving enzyme features by
immobilization, and many of them are not even suitable for
proper enzyme immobilization.

Enzyme immobilization inside a porous support may affect
the enzyme expressed activity due to different causes;
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– Enzyme distortion. In most instances, the interaction
between enzyme and support can lead to some enzyme distortion,
which usually will produce negative effects on enzyme activity, but
in certain cases may produce an enzyme hyper-activation. This
may be due to interaction with the support reactive groups
(e.g., during multipoint covalent immobilization) or by interactions
with the matrix.101,208

– Diffusional matters (substrate, product, pH gradients). The
enzymes will be in a confined space and the high activity can
produce some diffusion matters.101

– Steric hindrances. If the substrate is large enough, only the
active center of properly oriented enzymes will be accessible for
the substrate, making that enzyme orientation plays a critical
role on the final biocatalyst performance.101

All these facts should be considered on all the topics treated
in this review, and, as it will be discussed, may be altered as
function of the substrate, enzyme loading or support internal
morphology.

Today, few would try to improve enzyme performance solely
by performing a single random mutation on an enzyme without
proper protein modelling and enzyme dynamics studies to
guide the work,187,209,210 but many researchers still expect that
any immobilization should lead to a significant improvement
of the enzyme features. And when one immobilization protocol
fails, the conclusion is that ‘‘immobilization’’ is not adequate
for this enzyme, for this reaction or for this process. The actual
situation is that an improperly designed immobilized enzyme
biocatalyst may have a far worst performance than the soluble
enzyme, including lower activity and stability.200,211,212 And it
may even be that retention of the immobilized enzyme under
the required operational conditions is not achieved, as will be
discussed later.

Enzyme immobilization has been extensively used since the
1960s for a range of industrial processes,1,4,5,69,213,214 and some
researchers even argue that the majority of work on immobili-
zation has already been done, and there is little left to inves-
tigate. In our opinion, the research on enzyme immobilization
is still very much necessary, as we are far from understanding
many of the phenomena occurring at the level of enzyme–
support interactions. Most methods that are acknowledged as
valid protocols to improve enzyme features have some limits
that prevent their universal application, and there remains a
lack of an ‘‘ideal’’ support at a reasonable price. As previously
discussed, although the enzyme cost is nowadays lower, still
reuse, recycle and retention of enzymes are in many cases
relevant and in many cases essential to ensure economic
viability of a process. Likewise, in the vast majority of cases,
the tuning of enzyme features is also a key to achieve successful
enzyme performance. Enzyme immobilization is clearly one
way to do this, and thus enzyme immobilization remains of key
relevance today.

In this way, this paper, in contrast to many other papers in
the scientific literature that review how a proper enzyme
immobilization may lead to very good results, will list some
of the most common drawbacks that an uncontrolled immobi-
lization can produce (Fig. 3D). That is, how after the effort and

extra-cost of enzyme immobilization, the produced biocatalyst
may offer a more limited performance than that of the equiva-
lent soluble enzyme, at least in certain aspects. Where possible,
solutions to these drawbacks will also be presented. Fig. 4
summarizes the main content of this section.

4.1. Enzyme release from the support

As stated in the introduction, the first goal of an immobiliza-
tion process is to solve the problem of enzyme recovery and
thereby its reuse in multiple reaction batches or its reten-
tion for continuous processing.1–4,72,86,88–95 Hence, a first requi-
site of immobilization is that there is no risk of enzyme
release during operation (Fig. 5). Researchers are often aware
of this possibility when using physical immobilization
protocols2,69,99,108,110,202 (Fig. 5A). For example, using ion
exchange to immobilize an enzyme, changes in the pH value
or ionic strength in the medium may facilitate enzyme release.
This is very relevant in some cases. For instance, when hydro-
lyzing an ester, an acid is released and this results in a decrease
in pH. In many cases, the pH is not controlled during the
reaction because this causes additional problems (e.g., for-
mation of soaps in hydrolysis of oils or fats catalyzed by
lipases),215,216 meaning a drop in the final pH value in the
reaction medium. This can be problematic if the researcher
checked enzyme release under initial conditions alone.202 Even
if the pH is controlled during the reaction, if the enzyme
volumetric activity is high enough and the support particle is
large enough, an internal pH gradient may be formed inside
the biocatalyst particle217–223 (this will be specifically discussed
later in this review), and this may also facilitate the release of
enzyme molecules located in the inner part of the particle.224,225

Furthermore, the ionic strength attributed to the substrate and
the product may be very different. That can be the case in the

Fig. 4 Pitfalls of inadequate enzyme immobilization treated on this
review.
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hydrolysis of amides, for example. Amides and their hydrolytic
products (acid and amine) are very different. Therefore, while
it can be confirmed by the researcher that the enzyme remains
immobilized under the initial conditions, the progressive
increase of the concentration of the reaction product may favor
enzyme release in the final stages of the reaction. Hence, an
apparently ‘‘optimal’’ ion exchange immobilized enzyme under
initial conditions, may be released later, naturally affecting the
operational stability of the biocatalyst.

Similarly, lipases immobilized on hydrophobic supports via
strong interfacial activation adsorption may also be released
under some circumstances.108 Such lipase preparations may be
used at moderate concentrations of organic solvents and at
elevated temperatures, but due to the hydrophobic nature of
the enzyme–support interactions, they may be released at high
concentrations of some hydrophobic organic solvents or at very
high temperatures.226 This is already well known and may be
investigated in the development of the biocatalyst. However,
even if the enzyme remains fully immobilized under initial
conditions (medium, temperature, substrates), the reaction
products may favor their release from the support. That
can be the case if the product(s) have some detergent-like
properties.227 In hydrolysis of oils and fats, mono- and di-
glycerides as well as free fatty acids are all likely to generate
such problems, but it has been shown that this may be caused
also with less obvious molecules, such as dibutyrin.228,229

Released enzyme molecules will contaminate the reaction
media (one of the features we try to prevent by enzyme
immobilization)5,84 and disqualify the enzyme from reuse
(the main feature we try to enable by enzyme immobilization),
because the operational stability of the biocatalyst may be poor

even if the initial assessment gave promising indications of
stability (Fig. 5B). Where the released enzyme remains fully
active in the product solution, reaction control is lost, which
would otherwise be an advantage of immobilization as com-
mented previously.

Another problem generated by the possibility of enzyme
release is that this prevents exploitation of immobilized
enzymes in aqueous biphasic systems. Historically, these
reaction systems were formed from solutions of moderately
hydrophobic polymers mixed with salts or hydrophilic polymer
solutions,230–234 and nowadays include the use of ionic
liquids235,236 and other compounds.237 They are especially
suitable for extraction of hydrophilic compounds, where con-
ventional organic solvent-aqueous biphasic systems cannot be
employed.238–243 By extracting the reaction product, the con-
comitant product modification may be reduced (e.g., hydrolysis
of the product in kinetically controlled synthesis) or the
reaction equilibrium shifted to the product.237–241,244 In such
systems, the soluble enzyme may be in both phases although
not at identical concentrations, since it may also suffer parti-
tion. In fact, such biphasic systems may even be used for
protein fractionation and purification.245,246 However, using
immobilized enzymes, the filling of the biocatalyst pores with
one of the solutions means that the biocatalyst remains in that
phase by capillary action.244 This permits location of the
enzyme in one phase while extracting the product in the other.
However, this extraction will be not so advantageous if the
enzyme is released from the support and some enzyme activity
is also in that phase.

In such cases, there are several solutions (Fig. 5C). In the
case of ion exchange, the use of an optimized support coated

Fig. 5 Enzyme release from support: problems and solutions. (A) In reversible immobilization enzyme release can occur under certain circumstances.
(B) Enzyme release prevents the reuse or continuous use of the enzyme, resulting in product contamination and a decrease of reactor productivity over
time. (C) Immobilization engineering can overcome enzyme release ensuring enzyme reuse and stable productivity. Strengthening of the immobilization
can be based on reinforcing enzyme–support interactions (1), using polymeric beds (2), crosslinking of the adsorbed enzyme (3), use of hetero-functional
supports (4), ensuring binding of subunits in multimeric enzymes (5), cross-linking of subunits in multimeric enzymes.
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with an ionic polymeric bed has proved to be a way to make the
enzyme adsorption stronger, reducing release108,193,211,247

(Fig. 5C). In the case of lipases, a more hydrophobic support
may increase the strength of the enzyme adsorption, reducing
leakage.108 A more sophisticated strategy may be chemical cross-
linking of the immobilized enzyme molecules; using polymers
(e.g., dextran aldehyde)203,248–251 or even just glutaraldehyde193

(if the enzyme molecules are close enough to each other, as
frequently found when the immobilization rate is very high).252

This also helps to prevent enzyme release (Fig. 5C). The
researcher may also utilize some hetero-functional supports
(supports with some groups bearing chemical reactivity added
to the adsorbent groups) to ensure some enzyme–support
covalent bonds110,226,253–256 (Fig. 5C). However, such chemical
groups will make the immobilization process more compli-
cated and may prevent the enzyme release when the enzyme
becomes inactivated, disqualifying reuse of the support. One
alternative is to use ionic polymers to achieve physical inter-
molecular crosslinking,257 or the use of ionic/hydrophobic
groups to immobilize in a mixed way the enzyme mole-
cules.258–260 These strategies make enzyme release more difficult
(while not fully preventing it), are simpler and do not preclude
the reversibility of the enzyme immobilization, allowing sup-
ports to be reused.

However, the main problem of enzyme release is when it is
supposed, and assumed, by the researcher that the immobiliza-
tion is irreversible, but actually it is not, e.g., using stable
covalent bonds, when that is not actually the case. A first
example is when immobilizing a multimeric enzyme. If the
enzyme is immobilized via just one subunit, even using an
irreversible bond, those subunits that are not involved in the
immobilization may be released into the medium.261,262 If the
enzyme subunit is released after enzyme inactivation, the main
effect will be a contamination of the final product by the
inactivated protein, meaning that the immobilization did not
fulfill this objective. However, if the enzyme subunit is released
in the context of association/dissociation equilibrium, the
problem is more serious. The immobilized enzyme will then
be inactivated by washing a fraction of the released enzyme
subunit from the support, and the product will be contami-
nated by active enzyme.261 Even worse, the enzyme subunits
may associate in the reaction solution, continuing product
modification in an uncontrolled way. To prevent this, first it
is necessary to check if all enzyme subunits of multimeric
enzymes are, or are not, attached to the support (e.g., by using
SDS-PAGE),262 and if not, it is necessary to perform a further
chemical (effective although more complex)203,263 or physical
(simpler although reversible)193,264,265 step with suitable polymers
to promote inter-subunit enzyme crosslinking262,266 (Fig. 5C).

Another problem arises when a covalent immobilization
protocol is utilized, but the researchers are unaware of the fact
they are using a hetero-functional support. For example, it is
possible that the support has a hydrophobic nature, and the
reactive chemical groups are over its surface. Using lipases in
such a case, the enzyme will very rapidly be immobilized via
interfacial activation, even if no covalent bonds are formed.108

Later, after some time, some covalent bonds may be formed
(or not). That way, the fraction of enzyme molecules that are
only physically immobilized may be released from the support
during operation. This may be prevented if the researcher
makes a final study on the possibilities of enzyme release
under severe conditions, (e.g., by checking the release of
enzyme molecules from the support by SDS-PAGE after boiling
the biocatalyst in breaking buffer solution226,253–256).

One more general case is if an aminated support activated
with glutaraldehyde is used.103,248,267–269 These supports have
ionic and hydrophobic features, as well as chemical
reactivity.248 Usually, it is assumed that the chemical reactivity
is the most important driver of immobilization on this support,
but it has been shown that this is not in fact the situation in the
majority of cases. Ionic exchange (or interfacial activation in
the case of lipases) is far more rapid than covalent immobiliza-
tion on such supports.103,108,212,248,267–271 This does not mean
that after the physical enzyme immobilization some enzyme–
support covalent bonds may be not formed, but simply that
enzyme immobilization per se does not mean that covalent bonds
have been made between the enzyme and the support.198,272,273

Hence a fraction of merely physically immobilized enzymes may
be released from the support during operation, with the conse-
quent negative effects discussed previously. A proper study may
prevent this by optimizing the covalent immobilization, and if
100% covalent immobilization is not possible, and the release of
some enzyme molecules during operation is a real problem, then
the researcher should consider the possibility of washing the
biocatalysts under conditions where the non-covalently bound
enzymes can be deliberately released. The released enzyme
molecules could even be used in future preparations of new
immobilized biocatalysts, but in any case this will have a cost
in terms of volumetric activity of the produced biocatalyst.
However, awareness of the multi-functional possibilities of
the support will increase its versatility and, that way, the
possibilities of designing an optimal immobilization protocol
for each enzyme.103,108,212,248,267–271 The real problems arise
when hetero-functionality is unknown or is neglected.110

Deliberately using hetero-functional supports, the fact that
the first immobilization step is via physical adsorption is
already well-known and researchers can easily adopt measures
to prevent enzyme release by ensuring that all enzyme mole-
cules are covalently attached to the support.110,198,214 Using
hetero-functional supports bearing acyl groups and glyoxyl
groups to immobilize lipases, options exist to wash the support
with detergent (to eliminate non-covalently bound enzyme),226

or to change glyoxyl groups by the much more reactive vinyl
sulfone moieties, able to covalently immobilize in all studied
cases 100% of the adsorbed enzyme.256

In other cases, the enzyme–support bonds may be strong but
not irreversible. That is the case for immobilization of enzymes
using thiol disulfide exchange.110,274–280 The disulfide bonds
may be broken under reducing conditions, or if the media is
able to oxidize the disulfide, or even if there are compounds in
the reaction media bearing thiol groups.53,219–222 Using cyano-
gen bromide supports, the enzyme is immobilized via several
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kinds of bond, and some of them are reversible, enabling
enzyme release.281–286 Enzyme immobilization via interaction
of mainly His groups belonging to the enzyme (but also Cys, Tyr
and others) with immobilized metal chelates may also have
problems,287–291 since the interaction may be broken at certain
values of pH or if the medium contains particular compounds
(e.g., His free amino acids or contained in peptides if using
immobilized proteases to hydrolyze proteins). This means
that these immobilization protocols should be used only after
considering all the risks.

One outstanding case is the immobilization of enzymes on
glyoxyl supports191,192 (and the problem may be extended to
many other aldehyde activated supports, but not to glutaralde-
hyde, that gives stable and unreactive cycles after some
time191,192,214,292,293). The enzymes are immobilized on the
glyoxyl support via very weak imine bonds, and the enzyme is
only immobilized on the support via several enzyme–support
bonds.191,192 Usually, this requires the immobilization to be
carried out at pH 10 or above.191,192 However, enzymes contain-
ing several terminal amino groups may be immobilized even at
pH 7.294 After multi-point immobilization, the enzyme remains
in the glyoxyl support even at neutral pH values. However, the
enzyme may be released from the support if exposed to high
temperatures or high concentrations of compounds containing
aminated moieties, making the glyoxyl method apparently
unsuitable for enzyme immobilization.295 However, if the weak
imino bonds are reduced to highly stable secondary amine
bonds using borohydride191 (or some alternative reducing
reagent if this is deleterious to the enzyme),296 the enzyme
remains immobilized on the support under all experimental
conditions, and this support becomes one of the most suitable to
get enzyme stabilization by multi-point covalent attachment.100

In this way, not only the immobilization protocol is relevant, but
also the reaction end point may be of importance for the
suitability of a given immobilization method (as will be discussed
later).

4.2. Mobility of immobilized enzymes on the support surface

The enzyme position on the support surface is important for
the enzyme expressed activity. The challenges that theoretical
and computational methods encounter to achieve accurate
descriptions of the physical, chemical and mechanical proper-
ties of protein-surface systems makes this a very hard task,
The use of multiscale modelling to model these process was
reviewed in 2016,297 concluding that the orientation of proteins
when they are adsorbed on ionic surfaces or hydrophobic
surfaces can be controlled by the electrical dipole and the
hydrophobic dipole of proteins, respectively. Tailoring the
medium conditions, the properties of the adsorbing surfaces
can be altered, and thus, the adsorption/desorption of proteins
can be controlled.297 More recently, it has been stated that it
should be considered that the protein-surfaces adsorption
events can take from nanoseconds to days, and from nano-
meters to micrometers. And this renders the use of multi-scale
approaches unavoidable.298 Alterations in the atomic structure
of the adsorbing surfaces can lead to surface reconstruction.

Furthermore, changes in the structure of proteins can result in
complete denaturation of the adsorbed molecules. These facts
can many intermediate structural and energetic states that
makes very difficult to make an appropriate sampling. The
applicability of techniques such as quantum mechanics
through all-atom molecular mechanics, coarse-grained appro-
aches, etc. and the free energy calculations. Additionally,
sampling methods can have an important role in the accuracy
of the final model.298 This should determine the area of the
enzyme that will be in contact with the support, that is, the area
of the protein that will have more steric barriers top interact
with the medium, the most distorted and the most rigidified
(if the enzyme is multipoint covalently immobilized).

When the enzyme is covalently immobilized on the support
surface, the enzyme molecule will have fixed its position on the
support surface. If the enzyme is immobilized via just one
point, the enzyme may have some freedom of movement
around this point. If the number of bonds is 2, the only
possibility of enzyme mobility will be back and forth in the
axis formed by the two points. However, when the number of
bonds is 3 or more, and they are not aligned linearly, they will
form a plane and enzyme movement on the support surface will
not be possible.

Nevertheless, this is not the case for reversible immobiliza-
tion strategies where enzyme may even be released from the
support. If enzymes can be released from the support, it is not
impossible that reversibly immobilized enzymes can passively
migrate on the support surface as a consequence of adsorption/
desorption and surface diffusion mechanisms.299–303 These
movements of the enzyme on the support surface have been
recently confirmed.304 These movements may be relevant when
the researcher tries to get some order in the immobilization,
e.g., when trying to get concentric crowns of co-immobilized
enzymes.305–309 This may be more relevant as some recent
reports show that the distribution of some immobilized
enzymes on the support surface has a clear effect on their final
catalytic performance (Fig. 6). In a first example, advanced
single-particle analysis was used to understand the effect of
O2 and NADH on the activity of immobilized NADH oxidase
(NOX). The determination of the intra-particle O2 showed that
the enzyme that was immobilized on the outer surface of the
particle has more available O2.130 Another example uses several
cofactor-dependent enzymes. The enzymes were co-immobilized
with their respective cofactors to give a self-sufficient biocatalyst.
In order to check the activity shown by different distributions of
the enzyme on the support surface, several techniques were used
including image analysis at both intra-particle and single-particle
levels, time-lapse fluorescence microscopy and fluorescence
recovery after photo-bleaching measurements. The research
revealed the relationship between the apparent Michaelis–
Menten kinetic parameters of the involved enzyme and the
enzyme spatial organization and enzyme density in the con-
fined space, suggesting a negative effect of enzyme molecular
crowding on the performance of some of the studied enzymes.310

The possibility of enzyme migration on the support surface may
alter these effects.304 Such enzyme migration would be hampered
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if using fully loaded biocatalysts, although the spaces between the
immobilized enzymes may still permit some enzyme mobility,
even in this situation. As this research is very recent, it may be
expected that some exciting phenomena, with significant implica-
tions for designed enzyme features, will be forthcoming in the
future.

4.3. Impossibility of biocatalyst reuse for different reasons

In some instances, the enzyme remains immobilized, even fully
active, but the reuse of the biocatalyst may not be
straightforward311 (Fig. 7). This is the case when using immo-
bilized enzymes in a medium where the final product is a
suspension (even if the substrate is fully soluble).84,312 If the
medium contains solids, the recovery of the biocatalyst by
filtration will not be possible (e.g., treatment of fruit juices,
milk, etc.)41,313 (Fig. 7A). The alternative in these instances is
the use of magnetic supports (it may be a porous macro-support
or a non-porous nano-particle).41,314 This way, the biocatalyst
can be recovered by exposing the outlet of the reactor to a
magnetic field.

The problem also exists when a liquid–liquid multiphase
reaction medium is used, depending on the properties of the
support (i.e., its density and size), a partition of the biocatalyst
between phases takes place and separation/recovery becomes

tedious. In any case immobilization and reaction engineering
should focus on creating and exploiting those features that
make separation possible (Fig. 7B).

A further problem is if the final reaction medium is highly
viscous (Fig. 7A). This can make very complex the use of a batch
reactor and recovery of the biocatalyst by filtration. Rigid
supports with high density (to facilitate decantation and pre-
vent floating in the reaction media) may be required to avoid
high pressure filtration. Likewise, there is the risk of support
breakage when using rigid supports (see below). An example of
this is the production of bio-lubricants using immobilized
lipases.315

A further problem occurs when the reaction conditions lead
to enzyme inactivation. In this case, it is possible to recover the
immobilized enzyme, but reuse is not possible, reducing the
motivation for enzyme immobilization. In such cases, it is
necessary to use another immobilization strategy or a more
stable enzyme to ensure effective use of an immobilized bio-
catalyst for the process. Otherwise, the use of the soluble
enzyme will be preferred, unless the immobilization is strictly
required to produce an enzyme with the desired catalytic
properties or to prevent product contamination by the enzyme.

In some instances, the biocatalyst is inactivated because the
pores are closed by accumulation of layers of compounds

Fig. 6 Effects of immobilized enzyme distribution on enzyme performance. When reversible immobilization is used, surface diffusion and intra-pore
transport can occur obtaining time-dependent catalyst distribution across the particulate catalyst. From the perspective of performance, different values
of activity or operational stability can occur in reactions controlled by substrate-transport into the particle.

Fig. 7 Problems with the enzyme reuse. (A) Characteristics of the reaction medium or physico-chemical similarities between support and medium
prevent reuse. (B) Immobilization design and reaction engineering should focus on facilitating separation.
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contained in the substrate solution (in many instances contami-
nants of the actual enzyme substrates, as is the case with oils).
This means that even having a perfectly stable and active enzyme,
which resides inside the biocatalyst, after some time, all enzyme
activity is apparently lost. This may be solved if the researcher
investigates the means to eliminate the accumulated substance
(e.g., washing under conditions that do not affect the enzyme), so
as to prevent its presence in the biocatalyst at levels where the
substrate cannot penetrate inside the support pores.

A more complex case can arise if the immobilized enzyme is
utilized in processes strictly related with the catalytic features
of the enzyme (selectivity or specificity), such as kinetically
controlled synthesis,79–81 resolution of racemic mixtures,316,317

asymmetric modification of pro-chiral substrates,318–321 selective
modification of multifunctional compounds,322,323 etc. In these
cases, even very small conformational changes to the enzyme, that
perhaps have no effect in simple hydrolytic processes, may
dramatically alter the performance of the enzyme in that process,
making their reuse unsuitable. This problem cannot be solved
adding fresh biocatalyst; the problem is not a decrease in enzyme
activity but a radical change in the whole enzyme perfor-
mance.324,325 For these processes, enzyme operational stability
should be evaluated under the real final application conditions
and reaction, and decisions on the convenience or not of using
immobilized enzymes should be based on this information.
However, as stated in many points in this review, it is possible
that the optimal properties of the enzyme may only be achieved
after its immobilization.101 One possible solution is to use the
immobilized enzyme while it keeps the proper catalytic features
for the ‘‘complex’’ process, and subsequently, use it for simpler
processes where the activity may be maintained (e.g., hydrolysis).

4.4. Generation of steric hindrances preventing substrate
access to the enzyme active center

In this section, we consider two problems that can arise when
the enzyme is immobilized in a porous support (Fig. 8A).
In these cases, most of the specific area of the support will be
in the inner part of the support particle (over 99%), and that

way, most of the enzyme molecules will be inside the pores,
with just a small fraction of the enzyme molecules in the
external part.69,99,159,326

The most obvious steric problem to an active biocatalyst is
when the substrate size exceeds that of the pore size of the
support where the enzyme is immobilized (e.g., the substrate
is a solid or a large macromolecule, much larger than the
enzyme)99 (Fig. 8B). In this case, the enzyme in the external
support surface is the only one that can start the modification
of the substrate, and when it is fragmented, the substrate can
reach a size that permits it access to the inner part of the
biocatalyst particle, thereby enabling more enzyme molecules
to attack the fragmented substrate. Although this seems a
reasonable assumption, we have not found reports in the
scientific literature on this matter. In most cases, the activity
is evaluated by measuring the fragments (e.g., the free hydroxyls
in hydrolysis of polysaccharides or primary amines in the
hydrolysis of proteins), and the reaction will be seen to be
accelerating over time. In fact, if the time of the first activity
measurement is long enough, it should be possible to detect a
relatively significant enzyme activity. This apparent activity will
be nearer to reality if we determinate the residual substrate,
since in these cases the only enzyme acting on it will be that at
the surface. This value will be closer to that of the soluble
enzyme when very low enzyme loads are employed (as is usual
during biocatalyst optimization, to prevent diffusional limita-
tions, as we will comment later). We can assume that the
enzyme will be immobilized first in the support external surface
and later, in the pores. In this way, the change in the biocatalyst
from low to high enzyme loading can give unexpected negative
results in terms of observed activity. In these cases, the use of
non-porous supports may prove a better alternative (Fig. 8C),
even if that means using nano-particles which are not so easily
handled, unless they are magnetic.314,327–329 The current price
of these supports means that they are hardly competitive,
except if the final product has a very high price or the application
is in biomedicine or as a biosensor. Moreover, even using
magnetic nano-particles, an often overlooked problem may

Fig. 8 Problems of substrate accessibility to the immobilized enzyme. When enzymes are immobilized into porous solid supports (A) substrate access
can be prevented by too large a substrate size to diffuse into the support or due to incorrect enzyme orientation (B). Solutions include use of non-porous
particles, use of tailor-made porosity and/or control of enzyme orientation (C).
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arise: the nano-particles can aggregate, forming an ex novo
macro support with a porous structure, and generating again
steric hindrances for the action of the enzyme molecules on
large substrates.41

The other problem in this category is when the active center
of the enzyme is not correctly oriented towards the support
surface and the substrate can encounter some steric or parti-
tion problems to reach the enzyme activity center84 (Fig. 8B).
It is very unlikely that the support active groups can reach the
active group of the enzyme active center, as these will be in
pockets and unable to interact with the support surface
(although they can be rapidly inactivated in presence of similar
free reagents). That way, using relatively small substrates and
supports that present large flat surfaces for the enzyme–sup-
port interaction, this can cause an apparent increase in the KM,
although most immobilized enzyme molecules may be accessed
by the substrate. For example, lipases that have been immobilized
via interfacial activation on hydrophobic flat surfaces are able to
recognize large triglycerides, and have their active center perfectly
oriented towards the support surface.108,330 However, if the hydro-
phobic support is formed by fibers of a size similar or smaller
than the protein, which can be more suited to the space of the
active center pocket, the lipase activity even with small esters will
decrease.331

The problem is more significant using large substrates (e.g.,
polysaccharides, proteins, nucleic acids). In this case, if the
active center is perfectly oriented towards the support surface,
even if it is a large flat surface, we can have an enzyme with the
active center fully preserved, but inactive on large substrates
(but not on small ones).84 That way, measuring the activity with
large and small substrates is convenient in these cases, to
better understand the mechanism that determines the final
activity of the biocatalyst.

If the substrate is larger than the enzyme, serious enzyme
loading-enzyme activity dependence against the large substrate
may be found. Using low loading, enzymes having an active
center in the middle of the enzyme (considering the enzyme
parts in contact with the support at the start) may have an
activity similar to that of the soluble enzyme (if the active center
is not distorted) (Fig. 8C). When the loading of the support is
increased, then the activity against large and small substrates
decreases due to diffusional limitations (see later). However,
when approaching the maximum loading of the support, the
immobilized enzyme molecules may be so close to each other
that there is not enough space for the substrate to reach the
active center, producing a sudden decrease in the observed
enzyme activity.84 Very high immobilization rates may also
result in the appearance of these kinds of problems.130,332,333

If the immobilization rate is much higher than that of the
enzyme diffusion rate in the pores, the enzymes will be packed
together even at low loading, and then steric problems may
arise even using moderate enzyme loadings (perhaps not
preventing activity on large substrates, but still decreasing it
significantly).332

These kinds of steric problems may be solved using proto-
cols that enable other enzyme orientations99,101,214 (Fig. 8C).

However, the comparison of the immobilized enzyme activity
using large and small substrates can already give some clues on
the real problem.

Finally, as commented above, some recent reports suggest
that the spatial distribution of enzymes on the support surface
(e.g., enzyme surface density) may greatly affect the kinetic
properties of the enzyme.310

4.5. Generation of mass transfer resistances and internal
diffusional limitations

Operational activity and stability of immobilized enzymes
depends on both chemical phenomena (the reaction rate
being given by the intrinsic kinetics of the immobilized
enzyme)302,326,334 and physical phenomena.4,224,326,335 The phy-
sical phenomena can be due to partition effects or mass
transfer resistances. Partition effects are those caused by the
different physical properties of the carrier material and reac-
tion medium, as a consequence of the concentration of certain
compounds being different at the solid–liquid interface where
the enzyme is immobilized.4,224,326,335 In contrast, mass trans-
fer resistances are caused by differences in the rate of the
physical processes and the enzyme-catalyzed reaction. There
are two basic steps for transfer. The first one is the external
mass transfer from the bulk liquid medium to the biocatalyst
particle, that can be reduced by using suitable mixing.336–339

The second is the internal mass transfer, that is controlled by
molecular diffusion within the porous material340–342 and
where conventional mechanical stirring has no effect. However,
the use of ultrasound has been reported to permit agitation
even inside the biocatalyst particles.343–348

When the mass transfer is slower than the reaction rate,
substrate and product concentration gradients are developed
inside the biocatalyst particle, resulting in the enzyme located
in the core of the biocatalyst particle catalyzing the reaction
under conditions far from the ones set and monitored in the
liquid phase (Fig. 9A). The concentration gradients can lead to
an increase in the apparent KM of the enzyme for the substrate,
product accumulation (important if it can lead to inhibition or
inactivation) and decreases or increases in the pH of the
enzyme molecules’ microenvironment.224,326,335,349 Substrate
depletion gradients into immobilized enzyme supports decrease
the operational activity of the biocatalysts, the efficiency of use,
and therefore, affect reaction times and the various metrics of
reactor performance224,326,335 (Fig. 9).

One obvious negative effect is the decrease of the catalytic
effectiveness of the catalyst. However, the generation of concen-
tration gradients due to mass transfer limitations is not always
negative (Fig. 9B). One positive effect is when the substrate has
a deleterious effect on the enzyme. The high diffusional limita-
tions reduce exposure of the enzyme molecules located in the
inner areas of the particle to this substrate, increasing therefore
the apparent stability of the enzyme (under conditions where
higher substrate concentrations may be negative for the
enzyme stability). This apparent increase in enzyme stability
will disappear when the enzyme molecules in the outer posi-
tions become inactivated and do not reduce the substrate
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concentration in the core, but it can be enough to increase the
operational stability of the biocatalyst, even allowing for the
cost of having an initial activity lower than that expected. This
is the case for the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide by those
enzymes consuming hydrogen peroxide.350,351 However, in
many instances the substrate may present stabilizing effects
on the enzyme, and the gradient will give reduced stabilization
effects in the inner part of the biocatalyst particle. One further
consideration is the possibility of substrate inhibition (e.g.,
penicillin acylase inhibition by its substrate, penicillin G).352,353

In this instance, the inhibition will be decreased in the inner
part of the biocatalyst due to the substrate gradient. As the
affinity of the enzyme in the active center will be higher than in
the inhibitory location of the substrate, an adequate selection
of these gradients may permit optimization of the enzyme
activity, although again we have not found reports in the
scientific literature using these ideas.

Another positive effect might be the increase of the apparent
operational stability of the biocatalyst under conditions of high
diffusional limitations and an operationally low effectiveness
factor. When the effectiveness factor of an immobilized bio-
catalyst is low due to substrate diffusional limitation, the
reaction rate might remain almost constant even though a
significant proportion of the enzyme molecules have been
inactivated.

In the case of product gradients, this will be more relevant in
the inner areas of the biocatalyst particle. If the product has a
stabilizing effect (a relatively common phenomenon),354,355 its
accumulation may increase the enzyme stability, and more so
for enzyme located in the core of the biocatalyst particle than
for enzyme in the outer part. The same may occur if the product
exhibits inhibition; the effect will be more relevant for enzyme

in the core than for enzymes located in the outer areas of the
particle. Moreover, when the product has inactivating effects
(e.g., the case of oxidases producing hydrogen peroxide), the
enzyme molecules in the core will be exposed to a much higher
concentration than those in the bulk.

A positive effect of product accumulation occurs in the case
of enzyme cascades and co-immobilized enzymes, where the
high concentration of the product of the first enzyme in the
pores of the particle enables the second enzyme to act from
the start of the reaction at full activity, without the usual
lag-times.120,121,356

The promotion of pH gradients can also be positive or
negative.225 For example, in the case of immobilized penicillin
G acylase, with the formation of a pH gradient in the hydrolysis
of penicillin G (e.g., using an external pH of 8 and assuming an
internal pH in the core of the particle of 5), this will have a
negative effect on the biocatalyst activity (optimal penicillin G
acylase activity is at pH 8), but a positive effect on the enzyme
stability (optimal at pH 4.5–5).357 In any case, these pH gradi-
ents may be controlled by using H+ transporters.358–360

The formation of internal concentration gradients within a
support depends on the design of the immobilization4,326

(Fig. 9C). On the one hand, it is determined by the reaction
rate as given by the intrinsic enzyme kinetics and enzyme
loading.361,362 On the other, it relies on the physico-chemical
properties of the carrier support and mass transfer.130,349,362,363

As previously stated,1,4,89,99,326 achieving reaction intensifica-
tion is based on the immobilization of high protein loads to
achieve a high volumetric activity in the carrier. This is the
reason why many technically useful catalysts are diffusion
limited, meaning activity and stability are thereby both affected.
Whereas this is a common feature, the problem can first be

Fig. 9 Mass transfer limitations in solid-supported immobilized enzymes. (A) due to the different velocities of chemical reaction and mass transfer,
concentration gradients develop in the porous particle (e.g. substrate depletion along the particle radius). (B) Effects of mass transfer resistance on the
performance of the immobilized enzyme. (C) Variable designs enable modulation of mass transfer limitations.
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observed during the catalyst development and characterization
steps. Kinetic models and kinetic constants are dependent on the
enzyme loading.4,363,364 Knowledge of the intrinsic KM is impor-
tant, and in this way, intrinsic and mechanistic aspects can be
disentangled.326,362 Characterization of the immobilized biocata-
lyst should be performed under realistic conditions and the
desired load. The modulation of the mass transfer depends also
on the physical properties of the support material such as particle
and pore radius, as well as porosity. While mass transfer resis-
tances can be minimized (reducing the particle size, the enzyme
load, etc.), this may need to be addressed dependent on the
biocatalyst format.365

4.6. Use of unstable supports

The use of mechanically unstable supports may generate some
‘‘minor’’ problems at laboratory scale, but can generate far
more significant problems at a larger scale99,159 (Fig. 10A). This
means that the particle size of the biocatalyst will decrease
through the operational use of the biocatalyst. One initial
problem, very relevant at industrial scale, is that the filters
utilized in the reactor may not be suitable if the biocatalyst
particle size decreases, producing the blocking of the pores of
the filter and making it necessary to manually remove material
from the reactor.

However, the decrease in the particle size can produce many
more problems. Some of these problems are related to the
diffusional and mass transfer issues discussed in the previous
section. As discussed previously, they can affect the enzyme
activity or even stability.4,89,99,130,159,326,349,362,363 Substrate,
product or pH gradients will be much higher when the size of
the particle is larger. If the biocatalyst is physically broken and
the particle size is reduced, the biocatalyst activity will increase

during the reaction cycle and successive reuses, the positive or
negative effects of mass transfer (see above section) detected
with the original particle size will be altered, and this can
produce some unexpected results.365

Even at a laboratory scale such particle breakage can give
confusing results. For example, in inactivation experiments, if
the particle of the biocatalyst is broken, the researcher will find
an ‘‘apparent’’ hyper-activation of the enzyme, or at least an
apparent stabilization of the enzyme. Initially, the biocatalyst
activity is underestimated, and when the biocatalyst particles
are broken, its activity approaches reality. In this way, ‘‘false’’
stabilizations may be reported if particle breakage is not
considered.

Moreover, as commented previously, pH gradients may also
be generated, with the outer areas of the particle at pH values
near to the external pH, and the pH in the core with values
quite different. The importance of these problems also depends
on the enzyme loading and particle size. In this way, these
effects will decrease when the particle size is reduced.151–153

Using co-immobilized enzymes acting in cascade reactions,
the support breakage may be particularly problematic. Assuming
that these combi-biocatalysts have previously been optimized for
the ratio of the enzyme activities to maximize the overall volu-
metric activity and product yield (in cases where one of the
intermediate products is unstable),120,366 then the reduction of
particle size may have relevance if one uses co-localized enzymes,
and even more if one has produced concentric crowns of each of
the enzymes. In the case where we use co-localized enzymes, this
particle breakage will reduce the diffusional problems of the
initial substrate, making it possible that the activity of the first
enzyme is increased.4,89,99,130,159,326,349,362,363,366 Similarly, the
potential gradients of the product from the first reaction in

Fig. 10 Problems of biocatalyst performance due to support features. (A) Support is unstable. (B) Achievable loading is too low. (C) Matrix/surface
properties are not compatible with reaction medium.
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the chain will be reduced, decreasing the concentration of the
substrate for the second enzyme, and hence, its activity.367–373

Hence, the ratio of enzyme activities may become much altered,
decreasing the intrinsic advantage of using co-immobilized
enzymes.120 This may be more important if the intermediate
product is unstable or if the formed by-product may react with
it, as the changed enzyme activity ratio may drive a decrease in the
final yield and the presence of the undesired by-product that one
intends to prevent using co-immobilized enzymes.303–311,366 Using
enzymes co-immobilized in concentric crowns, the problem is
much serious, as it is possible that in some of the biocatalyst
fragments only one of the co-immobilized enzymes is present,
and in any case the ‘‘distribution’’ and ‘‘activity optimization’’
effects will also be missed.

That way, the support fragmentation is not only a trivial
operational problem; it can completely alter the biocatalyst
performance. For this reason, the researcher should select a
support that is physically compatible with the reactor to be
used (as discussed elsewhere in this review). For example, to
use a very rigid support (e.g., porous glass) in a mechanically
stirred reactor is almost certain to lead to problems. For fragile
supports, one strategy might be the encapsulation of support
particles in a larger structure with better mechanical perfor-
mance (e.g., LentiKats, alginate beads).48,49,374–377 However,
this has an additional cost, and the use of another type of
support may be a simpler solution.

Another problem, perhaps even more serious, is if the
support becomes dissolved in the reaction medium (e.g., a
polymeric support that is not properly cross-linked). This has
many negative effects. The first one is that some support
components will be incorporated into the final product, leading
to a complex downstream product recovery process. Moreover,

the released polymer will carry some enzyme, and this will be
washed away and incorporated into the product: hence enzyme
re-use is not possible, the control of the reaction is lost because
there is enzyme in the product, all the filtration systems in the
reaction and further processing may be affected, etc. An exam-
ple of this problem can occur with Novozym 435, one of the
most widely used immobilized lipase biocatalysts, where under
certain conditions, the support may dissolve.378–381 The solu-
bility of the support under the experimental conditions is a
study that not many researchers undertaken and, therefore, the
real extent of the problem is not known. The problem itself
does not have a ready solution, and if the support may
potentially dissolve in the medium, it should be discarded
and an alternative support sought.

4.7. Selected support and utilized reactor may be
incompatible

Generally, the functional properties of the immobilized enzyme
rely on the interplay of the enzyme and the immobilization
chemistry with the support, whereas practical applicability
depends on the type and properties of the support.69,159,326

The type of support determines the reactor choice5,77,159

(Fig. 11). Indeed, from an engineering perspective, the real
catalyst is the support material (particles), not the enzyme
itself. Typically, immobilized enzymes in their development
phase are extensively characterized from a functional point of
view (activity, stability, kinetics),4,88,302,311,326,382 but the con-
sequences of the properties of the selected support material
remain more elusive at this early stage. The two design deci-
sions are, however, interdependent, and, as discussed below,
the functional properties and practical use are not directly
translatable to other supports (Fig. 12). The application of an

Fig. 11 Incompatibilities of the immobilization material support and reactor choice. Immobilization material support is mechanically too unstable under
conventional stirring conditions (A). Immobilization material support is not rigid (e.g. supports based on natural organic polymers) which can cause lead
to excessive pressure drop across the packed bed (B). Immobilization material support size is too small, which creates problem for retention or excessive
pressure drop across fixed bed reactors (C). Immobilization material support size is too big (D).
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immobilized enzyme in a reactor with a stirred tank configu-
ration has to consider the stability of the material toward shear
stress, and its density in order to ensure a correct mixing
throughout the reactor.86,364 Likewise, the method used for
biocatalyst retention defines the minimal particle size that can
be used. Application in a reactor with a tubular format, e.g. in a
fixed bed reactor, implies upper and lower limits. These limits
are defined by the maximum pressure drop sustainable and
suitable fluid-solid contact which also depends on the super-
ficial velocity and reactor dimensions. Thus, geometrical
aspects of reactor, carrier and reaction are interdependent.
Rigid materials are more suitable for a fixed-bed compared
with elastic materials.164 Material characterization and its con-
sequences for the fluid-dynamics of the reactor (mixing, mini-
mization of external mass transfer resistance etc.) are all key
points to be considered. This becomes even more important
with the advent of new materials, where there is a lack of
material characterization with respect to stability, fluid-
dynamics, rheological behavior, chemical resistance, etc. For-
tunately, there are some new concepts in reactors that can
facilitate the compatibility of the selected material and the
bioreactor, where even mechanically fragile biocatalyst sup-
ports may find application, such and vortex or basket
reactors.47,383–387 Modern biocatalysis has also adopted con-
cepts of reaction engineering where non-conventional media
beyond aqueous systems (solvent-free, deep eutectic solvents,
biogenic solvents),12,388–394 are taking prominence. It is there-
fore expected that integrated design of material and reaction
medium with comprehensive studies of reactor compatibility
will become even more important in the future.

4.8. Extrapolation from one support to another is not always a
direct process

In many instances, a frequent confusion occurs between the
immobilization support and the active group.99,159,214 That is,
many researchers assume that a protocol that works properly
for one support, will work similarly when using another sup-
port (Fig. 12). And vice versa, if a particular immobilization
group does not work with one support, it is discarded as an
immobilization method for that specific enzyme.

However, several factors should be considered that greatly
affect the results related to the use of supports of different
natures:

– Not all supports will have similar geometric congruence
with the enzyme99,159 (Fig. 12B). The enzyme–support inter-
action areas will be small if using a support formed by fibers of
a size similar or smaller than the enzyme diameter. Even using
a support formed by flat surfaces, is not the same if the support
pores are convex or concave, so the interaction of the enzyme
with the support will be different. This may be for the better
(a more intense multi-point attachment may be achieved if
the geometrical congruence is increased) or for the worse
(a negative enzyme–support interaction may also be increased
if the geometrical congruence is increased). An example of this
is the results obtained using Eupergit and Sepabead epoxide
supports.200,395 Without a proper blocking, the higher geo-
metrical congruence of the moderately hydrophobic Sepabeads
gives an enzyme destabilization that is not produced in
Eupergit.200,395 However, using a proper blocking agent, the
enzyme immobilized in Sepabeads has been found to be much
more stable than in Eupergit because of the higher intensity of
enzyme–support multi-point covalent attachment.200

Fig. 12 Protocols of immobilization are not directly translatable between carrier materials. The final properties of an immobilized enzyme are a
consequence of multiple aspects involving carrier features, immobilization, and enzyme properties (A). Protocols might not be directly translatable
among supports due to differences in surface topology (B), the density of surface group activation (C), hydrophobicity of the surface (D), particle size (E),
porosity framework (F).
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– Not all supports will permit a similar extent of activation
(Fig. 12C). A higher superficial density of reactive groups (which
is the important parameter, not the amount of groups per ml or
g) will allow a higher enzyme immobilization rate, a higher
intensity of multi-point covalent attachment, and later, a higher
effect of the blocking of the support surface.99,159,214 That is,
comparing different supports with different superficial densi-
ties of groups is not a fair comparison. However, if maximum
activation degrees are used in both supports, we can assume
that the results obtained with them are the best those supports
can offer. Support activation degree can be decreased in case
the enzyme–support interaction is excessive, but it cannot go
beyond of the maximum activation degree in any case.100

– The physical properties of the different support surfaces
may be different (Fig. 12D). After immobilization, the enzyme
will be in close contact with the support surface, and even if the
soluble enzyme is not able to become adsorbed, even a minimal
non-inertness of the support may give rise to undesired
enzyme–support interactions after enzyme immobilization (as
is the case with Sepabeads epoxy described previously).200

We can minimize these effects by a proper blocking, but
a physically active support can never be completely inert.
Moreover, it has recently been shown that physical interactions
between covalently immobilized enzyme, having exactly the
same orientation and number of covalent enzyme–support
linkages, and the surface of the support bearing different
physically active groups, may greatly affect not only the enzyme
activity and stability, but also the mechanism of enzyme
inactivation.324 That way, properly utilized, the control of these
interactions can become a tool to increase the versatility of the
immobilized enzyme.

In some instances, the enzyme is readily inactivated when
immobilized in an activated support.139 Only a proper investi-
gation will explain if the problem is the active group or it is the
nature of the support itself. For this reason, we recommend
characterizing a new immobilization protocol for a specific

enzyme using an inert and hydrophilic support (such as
agarose),164 and then try to reproduce the protocol with the
‘‘target’’ support. Any discrepancies may be attributed to the
support features, and at least the researcher will then know
which feature of support is inadequate. That way, it is possible
to look for a new support suitable for the reactor, at the desired
cost, and suitable for the enzyme immobilization-stabilization.

In some instances, the physical properties able to interact
with the enzyme are generated by the active group utilized to
immobilize the enzyme and not by the support. For example,
activation of an inert surface with vinyl sulfone will give a layer
of relatively hydrophobic groups, which can result in immobi-
lization via interfacial activation of lipases. After immobiliza-
tion, this moderate hydrophobicity may be partially solved by
an adequate blocking, but, again, a fully inert surface cannot
really be achieved, and these blocking groups may also alter the
enzyme properties (for better or worse).324

4.9. No use of enzyme–support interaction end point
protocols

In some instances, for example when using physical immobi-
lization protocols, the support must remain fully ‘‘active’’ to
avoid enzyme release.99,101,159,311 This means that during
enzyme inactivation in operation or storage, new enzyme sup-
port interactions may occur, stabilizing inactive forms of the
enzyme, until the enzyme is fully unfolded to maximize the
enzyme–support interaction (Fig. 13).396,397

Using covalent immobilization techniques, an end-point
strategy is important and frequently available.159 It has many
advantages, and can mean that the immobilization protocol
becomes a success rather than a failure. First, it prevents the
establishment of uncontrolled new enzyme–support covalent
bonds during operation, which can stabilize incorrect enzyme
structures. Secondly, the reactive support may react with compo-
nents in the medium, modifying the support surface and perhaps
even altering the enzyme properties.324 In some instances, for

Fig. 13 Consequences of a support that remains reactive after immobilization. When enzyme–support interaction end-point protocols are not used,
physico-chemical interaction between the support material and the protein can take place over an extended time resulting in structural distortions/
modifications that may eventually affect the catalytic properties.
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example when using glyoxyl supports or other aldehydes, the
reaction end point (a reduction) simultaneously transforms the
remaining aldehydes to inert and hydrophilic hydroxyl groups,
and the reversible imino bonds into highly stable secondary
amino bonds (as explained above).191 When the end point
protocol is via a blocking step, it is an opportunity to reduce
enzyme–support surface interactions (important when the sup-
port has a hydrophobic nature, as explained previously).200

Finally, it is possible to use this blocking step to tailor the
support surface properties, to establish different interactions of
the support surface with immobilized enzyme molecules that
are in close contact. In this way, it can been used to tune the
immobilized enzyme properties: stability, activity, selectivity
and specificity.256,398–401 Moreover, as stated above, the
enzyme–support interactions may alter the mechanism of
enzyme inactivation.324 Hence, if a support–enzyme reaction
end point is possible and used to produce a more inert support
surface, this opens new possibilities for the design and control
of enzyme–support interactions and tailoring enzyme proper-
ties. It is an additional step that has a cost, but in many cases, it
is essential to take full advantage of the immobilization proto-
col. For example, it has been shown that this blocking step may
be used to perform the co-immobilization of several enzymes,
enabling the reuse of the most stable enzyme after the inactiva-
tion of the least stable.137,139

4.10. Immobilization protocols are not finished when all the
enzyme activity is incorporated in the support

Capitalizing on enzyme immobilization to the full, it is not only
necessary to utilize a suitable support, an adequate degree of
activation of the support and a convenient reactive group on the
support.100 The full immobilization protocol is important in
order to maximize the immobilization impact. Previously we
have commented on the importance of the enzyme–support
reaction end-point and the stability of the reactive groups.
However, a conceptual mistake that can be found in many
publications is to consider that the immobilization process is
finished when the enzyme is fixed to the support. This is not
correct using physically active supports (either standard or
hetero-functional), since further enzyme–support physical
interactions will be developed during storage, and this can
alter the enzyme properties.159 This can be partially solved by
choosing convenient storage conditions where further inter-
actions may be stopped, but during operation we cannot
prevent this. For this reason, it is also convenient to use an
inert support to immobilize the enzyme.159

However, to have this in mind is even more critical when the
researcher intends to get the maximum intensity of enzyme–
support multi-point covalent attachment. After the enzyme is
incorporated on the support, sometimes by just one point,402

sometimes already by several points,192 many researchers go
directly to the end-point step, or in some cases, they finish the
immobilization without including the end-point step. In this
way, the possibility of having an intense and controlled multi-
point covalent attachment using that immobilization protocol
may not be properly analyzed.192 In fact, in many instances the

conditions for optimal immobilization (determining the enzyme
orientation on the support) may differ from the optimal condi-
tions for having an intense enzyme–support multi-point inter-
action (that are related to the enzyme and support reactivity).402

This conceptual difference between immobilization and multi-
point covalent attachment is lost in many publications. The
second step should start after enzyme immobilization, and be
independently optimized, and usually requires moderately long
reaction times. Only in that way, all the possibilities of enzyme
stabilization via multi-point covalent immobilization using a
specific protocol may be achieved.403 This has been recently
reviewed,100 but it is so important in the context of this review
that we considered it necessary to emphasize this critical fact.

4.11. Difficulties for the co-immobilization of several enzymes

The order of the enzymes inside the biocatalyst particle may be
a key point in the design of a co-immobilized enzymatic
biocatalyst.305–309 In some instances, it may be hard to get the
desired enzyme distribution. For example, co-localization of the
involved enzymes is not granted by their simultaneous immo-
bilization on the support. It is possible that some of the
enzymes may be immobilized much faster than others and in
that way, will be immobilized mainly in the outer volume of the
particle, while the others will be immobilized in the inner
zone.252 In order to reach a proper co-localization, the best
strategy is to immobilize first the enzyme that immobilizes the
slowest, even using conditions where the process may be
slowed down, to ensure that the enzyme is distributed along
the pores. Then, the enzyme that immobilizes the most rapidly
will be immobilized occupying the spaces between the mole-
cules of the other enzyme. This may be even more complicated
if using impure enzymes, and still more so considering that the
fraction and nature of the contaminants may be different in
each batch.

Concentric enzyme crowns may also be complex to prepare.
Only if some of the involved enzymes immobilize more rapidly
than they diffuse, can we guarantee that the immobilization
will form a crown.

Moreover, studies should be repeated when the immobiliza-
tion method changes, or even when we change the support.
If the new support can or cannot establish additional interactions
with the enzymes, this may affect the relative immobilization rates
of the enzymes. The same may be said if the pore diameter is
different, even changes in the particle size necessitate a re-
optimization of the biocatalyst (in this case because mass transfer
will also be affected, as discussed previously).

The localization of the different enzymes on the particle may
be analyzed using confocal microscopy with enzymes labelled
with fluorophores (that should not interfere with the immobili-
zation rate of the enzyme). In this way, at least we can know
the final distribution of the different enzymes in the bio-
catalyst.332,404–407 Although the optimization may be complex,
finally the control of the enzyme order may be possible and
confirmed, provided the researcher understands the phenomena
occurring in the co-immobilization.
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4.12. Use of supports with low loading capacity

We have previously commented that one of the advantages of
using immobilized enzymes is the possibility of using very high
enzyme concentrations in the reactor without the risk of
enzyme aggregation. This is also important for process intensi-
fication strategies since the achievable space-time yield scales
with the protein loading.88,326 However, these advantages will
only be possible using supports that permit high enzyme
loadings, or at least a loading suited to the characteristic time
of reaction and productivity targets.

This may in some cases be a little tricky. The loading
capacity is determined by the specific area, provided that the
pore size is large enough to immobilize the enzyme. If the
specific area is low (e.g., 1 m2 ml�1), to have a low loading is
therefore unsurprising (Fig. 10B).

Using supports bearing reactive groups with low stability,
results may be confusing (Fig. 10B). The longer the time to
make a good mixture of enzyme and support, the smaller the
number of reactive groups that are left on the support; and this
can alter both immobilization rate and the final enzyme load-
ing on the support. In this case the loading will be determined
not only by the specific area of the support, but also by the
lifetime of the reactive group on the support.100,110

In some instances, problems may come from the compo-
nents of the protein sample itself. For example, when the
researcher works with unpurified enzyme extracts or with
partially purified commercial enzymes (this gives a false sense
of security), it is relatively common that the producer neglects
contaminant proteins (both, in the production and during the
partial purification steps). Indeed, some additional protein
contaminants may even confer added stability to an enzyme.
However, this may generate a problem for the researcher that
intends to immobilize the enzyme. Nevertheless, if the first
optimization of the immobilized biocatalyst is performed using
an enzyme preparation where the protein of interest is among
the one with the highest molecular weight, we can select a
support with a pore-size that enables enzyme immobilization
and provides a high volumetric activity. However, if some of the
future samples of the enzyme contain a much larger molecular
weight contaminant protein, or for any reason the aggregation
of some of the components of the crude enzyme is favored,
even with traces of these proteins (e.g. 1% of the total protein),
then serious problems may be ensue for the immobilization.
Indeed, aggregation can lead to very large protein forms, such
as octamers. First, the larger proteins will have more reactive
moieties left to react with the support, becoming immobilized
more rapidly than the other proteins, and very likely in the
outermost area of the pores in the biocatalyst. Secondly, after
its immobilization, the other enzymes cannot be immobilized
because the pores of the support are ‘‘blocked’’. This can mean
that the final loading of the biocatalyst is, in this case, much
lower than in the first optimization, and most of the target
enzyme will remain in the supernatant.99 This may not be
discovered so easily, since it is possible that very low concen-
trations of this large protein may be not detected. Nevertheless,
this may be an explanation for many problems observed with

the reproducibility of support loading. After discovering the
problem, the solution may be just to purify the target enzyme
from the problematic protein, or to investigate how to encou-
rage any multimeric protein complexes to dissociate prior to
immobilization.

This may have a special relevance for enzymes that can be
presented in different oligomerization stages, depending on
factors that may be completely unknown to the researcher. This
means that in some instances the unpurified enzyme samples
are immobilized, but the pure enzyme, which may be more
prone to aggregation, requires larger pores. This may be solved
if, in the immobilization buffer, some compounds are added
that are able to break the ‘‘false’’ oligomer without affecting the
active enzyme structure. For example, the addition of 1 M urea
was used to immobilize multimeric uridine and purine nucleo-
side phosphorylases from Bacillus subtilis,408,409 overcoming
uncontrolled enzyme aggregation.

4.13. Problems generated by the physical features of the
support

Previously, we have mentioned the problems derived from a
poor mechanical performance of the support (Fig. 10A). However,
in some instances the problems may come from other physical
features of the support. One of the main problems comes from
the capacity of the support to adsorb particular compounds
as a function solely of its hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity99,159

(Fig. 10C). This can generate a partition of some compounds in
the enzyme environment or even a decrease of the available
substrate. If this partition is made deliberately, it may be used
to increase the enzyme resistance to unfavorable components in
the reaction media (e.g. components such as organic solvents,
deleterious substrates or products such as hydrogen peroxide or
phenolic compounds), to reduce the apparent KM or to increase
the apparent Ki of the enzyme.39,49,100,350,410–415

However, in many cases this partition may occur without
having been deliberately designed by the researcher and may
produce negative effects for immobilized enzyme activity and
stability. For example, if the support is hydrophilic and it has a
tendency to capture water and the reaction is in an anhydrous
or a solvent free medium, an increase in the amount of
biocatalyst will reduce the water molecules available for each
enzyme molecule. This can mean that the activity of the
biocatalyst is not proportional to the amount of biocatalyst,
as the water activity will decrease when the amount of bioca-
talyst is increased.99,159 This may be solved by measuring the
water activity at different enzyme loadings and ensuring that
they are similar in all cases. However, such supports can also
capture the water that is released in thermodynamically-
controlled synthesis (e.g., synthesis of esters, disaccharides or
amides), and if the volumetric activity of the enzyme is high
enough and the water production rate is higher than the water
diffusion from the particle, a water phase may be formed inside
the biocatalyst particle, even if the water is captured or elimi-
nated outside. This problem may be extended to other hydro-
philic compounds, such as glycerin.416–418 The hydrophilic
layer may result in enzyme inactivation (e.g., by concentrating
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water soluble acids) or inhibition (by preventing access to
hydrophobic molecules).416–418 The solution to this problem
is the use of ultrasound that permits agitation of the medium
inside the pores of the biocatalyst, and prevents a hydrophilic
phase from being formed.419–421 Alternatively, one may use
a much more hydrophobic support, where hydrophilic com-
pounds are not concentrated.422–425

The support can also partition some of the reactants, con-
centrating or reducing the accessibility of these to the enzyme,
and this may also give a significant alteration of the apparent
kinetic parameters of the enzyme (KM, Vmax, Ki).

99 At laboratory
scale substrate or product adsorption on the support can
promote some difficulties in understanding and interpreting
results. In the laboratory, usually the used concentration of
substrates is not particularly high. The possibility of substrate
adsorption to the support can therefore give rise to many
problems in determining the real features of the biocatalyst,
as the substrate concentration available for the enzyme may be
significantly decreased. This may even produce an apparent
enzyme inactivation if there is no substrate available for the
enzyme. In any case, it can produce an increase in the apparent
KM of the immobilized enzyme, un-related to the enzyme
conformation, but rather resulting from a decrease of the
available substrate. If the product is the one that is adsorbed
onto the biocatalyst, we will also under-determine the real
enzyme activity because in many cases the researcher only
follows the product formation, and if there is no free product,
the biocatalyst will be considered inactive and the immobiliza-
tion protocol discarded. In this way, it is also convenient to
study the adsorption of the reaction components onto the
support, and if necessary, the standard reaction media may
be altered to prevent this adsorption (e.g., by adding some
solvent if the problem is a hydrophobic adsorption, or some
salts to prevent ion exchange). This can be far from the real
practical use of the biocatalysts, but can offer a more accurate
visualization of the immobilized enzyme properties. This is a
frequent phenomenon when using hydrophobic supports and
substrates (e.g., with lipases), as in many cases some solvent is
added, even when not required either for its solubilization or
any positive effect on enzyme activity. However, at an industrial
scale, the high substrate concentration and the high reaction
medium/biocatalyst ratio will minimize this problem because
the support will be saturated rapidly, and perhaps only in the
first reaction cycle. In subsequent cycles, as the support will
already be saturated with the substrate (or product), this
problem can be discarded.

4.14. Change of the immobilized enzyme features caused by
medium composition

The composition of the reaction medium can in some instances
have dramatic effects on the final enzyme properties. In some
cases, this may be deliberate, such as adding components that
can stabilize the enzyme (e.g., polyols, polyethylene glycol,
competitive inhibitors, reaction products),426–430 with the
objective of reducing enzyme inactivation during the immobi-
lization. These compounds are included in the immobilization

protocol and ideally should be added in each immobilization
cycle, so as not to alter the reproducibility of the immobiliza-
tion itself.

In other cases, the added components have the objective of
preventing or reversing enzyme aggregation, such as the addi-
tion of urea to dissociate multi-protein complexes408,409 or the
use of detergents when immobilizing lipases to prevent the
immobilization of lipase-lipase dimers or break the interaction
of lipases with hydrophobic compounds.431–435 Again, these
factors may be important to help achieve an optimal immobi-
lized enzyme preparation, but their presence will usually be
included in the immobilization protocol.

The problems that we want to discuss in this section arise
when the composition of the crude enzyme extract is not fully
controlled by the researcher. In most cases, in the laboratory,
but even more commonly in industry, the immobilization is
performed directly using this crude preparation, whose com-
positions may vary from batch to batch. One can assume that in
these commercial crude enzyme preparations there are addi-
tives to stabilize the enzyme, as well as some compounds to
inhibit microbial growth, etc. The stabilization may be due to
direct enzyme–additive interaction, that can block certain areas
of the protein, and that can result even in covalent modification
of the enzyme. It has recently been shown that small changes in
the immobilization medium, such as the presence of some
cations or anions, glycerin, etc., may dramatically alter the
functional properties of immobilized lipases.436–438 If this is
done deliberately, there is a good chance of producing a library
of biocatalysts with different properties and to increase the
possibilities of finding some biocatalyst with suitable proper-
ties for the target process. However, one can expect that when
the enzyme supplier alters the composition of the crude
enzyme without informing the users, one can produce bio-
catalysts with different properties, and this will therefore be in
an uncontrolled way. Hence, an immobilization method should
be fully reproducible using the same enzyme batch, but this
may not be the case using different batches.

A further problem is when some of the components of
the crude enzyme, added to alter the enzyme properties (such
as enzyme stabilizers), become adsorbed to the support during
immobilization. Later, these compounds may be partially
released from the support, depending on the conditions, and
may even alter the enzyme properties (e.g., stability). The
change of the nature or concentration of these compounds
among different enzyme batches may greatly alter the apparent
enzyme features. The enzyme loading may also play an impor-
tant role in the extent of this problem. At low enzyme loadings,
the concentration of these reagents will be lower, whilst when
using high enzyme loadings, this artifact will increase. The
effect is important in the characterization of an immobilized
enzyme in the laboratory, where small volumes are used in
experiments. In industrial operation, this effect will be smaller
due to the usually high biocatalyst/reaction media ratio, and in
any case, it will decrease over time, number of reuses or
reaction time (in continuous reactions). The release of the
additive may be higher or lower depending on the reaction
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conditions, but in any case may produce a discrepancy from the
results obtained in the laboratory and in the factory. We have
not found any report in the scientific literature analyzing this
possibility.

Focusing on the immobilization yield, the interaction of
the stabilizers with the enzyme may alter the possibilities of
enzyme immobilization, as some of them can interact with the
enzyme surface. If the nature or concentration of the additives
change, to have fully reproducible results from one batch to the
next may not be simple. The problem may be more complex if
the enzyme is stored for a long time prior to immobilization,
permitting an increase in the enzyme modification or even the
production of some covalent adducts. In our laboratory, we
have seen such results when immobilizing lipases on octyl
agarose.167 In many examples, the initial immobilization yield
was almost 100%, but in some cases activity, specificity and
even stability of the immobilized enzymes differed from one
batch to the next. After long-term storage (for months), even
though the lipase activity was maintained, the immobilization
yield decreased, as most of the enzyme surface was coated by
additives, and after even longer storage (for years), immobiliza-
tion became impossible (unpublished results). This can suggest
that the immobilization protocol is not reproducible, when in
reality it is the starting material that is the one that has been
changed.

Another possibility is the presence of compounds able to
interfere in the immobilization. For example, it has recently
been shown that the presence of compounds bearing primary
amino groups may alter the immobilization rate and the final
stability of enzymes immobilized in glyoxyl agarose.439 The
problems were more significant when the aminated com-
pounds were larger and their concentrations significant, but
even 1 mM of these compounds may affect the immobilized
enzyme properties. The aminated compounds may be peptides,
amino acids, or amino saccharides that remain in the crude
enzyme mixture or even Tris buffer used to store the enzyme.293

Most of the enzyme suppliers will not advise on their presence

nor control their concentrations, which may differ from one
batch to the next. In the laboratory, a simple dialysis can avoid
this problem, although in industry, this may prove more
problematic. The use of different enzyme concentrations
during the immobilization will also alter the presence of these
unknown compounds, meaning that differences in the immo-
bilization performance may also be found even when using the
same enzyme batch, but at different concentrations (e.g., if the
researcher wants to increase the enzyme loading).

In this way, even using a very robust immobilization
method, if the initial material is not well characterized, we
can have quite different results using different enzyme batches.

4.15. Change of results dependent on enzyme loading

Use of immobilized enzyme with different enzyme loadings is
one of the cases where the immobilization features of one
protocol are not directly translatable to others (Fig. 14). In the
laboratory, most of the studies are performed at low enzyme
loading, while in industry usually maximal loading is employed,
as this is economically advantageous. As discussed in several
sections of this paper, high enzyme loading is also interesting
for process intensification. However, this can give rise to
several problems (Fig. 15) when comparing low and high
enzyme loadings.

The first problem is that the internal geometry of the
support may not be fully homogeneous (Fig. 15A). This means
that in some areas the geometrical congruence of the enzyme
with the support may be higher than in others, even accounting
for only 10% of the total surface area (e.g., in knots between
fibers). The enzymes will be preferentially immobilized in these
areas, where higher enzyme stabilization may be achieved.
When using fully loaded biocatalysts, 90% of the enzyme will
be immobilized in the area where the enzyme–support inter-
actions are lowest, and it is possible that the immobilized
enzyme stability will be decreased compared to studies using
low loadings, as the enzyme–support geometric congruence is

Fig. 14 Features of enzyme immobilization that are not easily translatable. Properties of the immobilized enzyme depend on the interplay of material
properties, loading, enzyme, chemistry of immobilization (A). Enzyme loading might affect biocatalyst performance beyond volumetric activity (B)
enzyme localization might vary, affecting activity/stability (C), properties of the biocatalyst should be evaluated under realistic operating conditions (D).
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very important for the positive and negative effects of the
support on the resulting immobilized enzyme stability.200,403

The enzyme loading of the immobilized biocatalyst also
affects the observed enzyme specificity (but not selectivity),
when the enzyme specificity is not absolute (Fig. 15B).365 For
example, when using low enzyme loading, as there are no
diffusional gradients for any of the substrates, the detection
of the real enzyme activity and specificity may be achieved. The
use of higher enzyme loadings, that allow higher volumetric
activities where the concentration of the better substrate for the
enzyme suffers a gradient (see above)4,326,335 in the biocatalyst
particle while the concentration of the poorer substrate
remains almost constant through the whole particle, may result
in an apparent specificity decrease when the enzyme loading is
increased.99,365,440–443

A further problem is the possible effects of protein crowding
on immobilized enzymes. It has been recently shown that in
biocatalysts where the enzymes are rapidly immobilized (much
more rapidly than the enzyme diffusion rate) and fully cover the
support surface, the protein–protein interactions among the
immobilized enzymes may alter the enzyme properties, and
produce biocatalysts with very different features, not only activity,
but also stability/selectivity or specificity438,444,445 (Fig. 15C).

A final problem that can arise is if the soluble protein
solution that is used to prepare the biocatalysts is not pure,
but contains contaminant proteins (Fig. 15D). This problem
arises when there are other proteins in the solution that can be
immobilized on the support more rapidly than the target
protein itself. In this case, the immobilization yield/offered
protein ratio will reach a maximum and then start to decrease,

when the support surface is full and then the target enzyme
needs to compete with the other protein. This makes it neces-
sary to control the protein offered to the support in a very strict
way in order to build biocatalysts with maximum activity
loading. The problem is that most enzyme suppliers only
guarantee the enzyme activity per mass or per volume, rather
than stating the nature and concentration of the contaminants.
This can result in changes when using different batches of
soluble enzyme, and therefore the amount of protein that can
be immobilized on the support. In turn this may alter the
protein loading at which the ‘‘maximum’’ activity is achieved.99

4.16. The catalytic properties of the immobilized biocatalyst
are altered because there is more than one enzyme form

Nowadays, most enzymes are produced after cloning them in
fungi or yeasts.446–451 That means that the enzymes are glyco-
sylated, although in many cases, the degree of glycosylation is
not homogeneous (that is, in one enzyme batch may coexist
enzymes bearing different number, size and composition of
sugar chains) and the supplier does not guarantee that this is
identical in all batches.452 Considering that the glycosylation
may affect many enzyme properties452 and that the sugar
chains may promote difficulties for the enzyme immobilization
via the protein core, these differences in glycosylation may
produce different immobilization rates, immobilization yields,
and immobilized enzyme properties.100,211,453–458 Again, possi-
ble differences in the final biocatalysts may be caused by
differences in the used enzyme, not by a lack of reproducibility
of the immobilization protocol itself.

Fig. 15 Consequences of different enzyme loadings on biocatalyst properties. Use of immobilized enzyme with different enzyme loadings is one of the
cases where the immobilization features of one protocol are not directly translatable to another. This can occur when the geometry of the material
support is not fully homogeneous and a heterogeneity in the enzyme distribution develops (A); different enzyme loadings lead to very different surface
density of immobilized enzymes resulting in steric hindrance for substrate access (B); different enzyme loadings can lead to different enzyme
distributions within a porous particle affecting the balance of reaction–diffusion of substrate/product and therefore catalytic properties (C); when the
enzyme to be immobilized is not pure different loadings can lead to different apparent enzyme immobilization yields since other (more rapidly
immobilized) contaminant proteins can saturate the accessible material support.
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In some cases, the enzyme solution may contain some other
enzymes also able to catalyze the target reaction.459,460 This is
an unfortunate situation, but occurs in several instances,
mainly when the contaminant is a minority but very active
enzyme, sometimes not even detected using standard SDS-
PAGE.461 However, its total activity against the target substrate
may be very significant, and its properties the opposite to that
of the target enzyme of interest. This means that the specificity
and selectivity that we observe when using the impure enzyme
solution may differ greatly from one batch to the next. As a
consequence, the immobilized enzyme preparations may have
different features if both enzymes are immobilized and their
ratio is altered in different batches.101 In these cases, there are
some situations where the immobilization may alter the
features of the final biocatalyst, solely by altering the activity
ratio between both enzymes.101 Usually, the immobilization of
an enzyme is followed using some synthetic substrates, which
are easy to measure, and it is possible that the target enzyme is
mainly responsible for the activity of the impure enzyme
solution on that substrate. However, one of the contaminant
proteins may be almost inactive against the synthetic substrate
and very active against the target substrate. It is possible that
one of the enzymes becomes inactivated after immobilization
while the other enzyme is not, or even that only one of the
enzymes is immobilized on the support.101 This greatly alters
the biocatalyst properties, but not because we are tuning the
enzyme features, but because we are eliminating one of the
enzyme activities from the final biocatalyst. Following an entire
immobilization course with the target substrate will reveal the
real reason for these results.

This is not really a problem of the immobilization, but can
offer some confusing results unless the researcher considers all
the possibilities.

4.17. Change of the enzyme conformation upon
immobilization: change of enzyme properties

Enzyme immobilization, except if is via just a single covalent
bond using a long spacer arm and a very hydrophilic support,
may be expected to alter the enzyme conformation by interactions
between the enzyme and the surface of the support.101,297,298

As the catalytic enzyme properties are closely related to the
enzyme conformation, it may be assumed that the activity,
specificity, selectivity and even inhibition of the immobilized
enzyme will be altered. If the enzyme has a flexible active center
(e.g., lipases, multimeric enzymes), then these changes may be
tolerated without a significant decrease in catalytic activity, and
this may be used to tune their properties.331,365,462–470 If the
enzyme is to be used in a process where its properties are not
completely optimal, generating a large library of very differently
immobilized biocatalysts has proved to be a good option to
find biocatalysts with the desired features.101 In some cases,
even inversion of enzyme specificity has been reported upon
immobilization.465 However, this also means that if the soluble
enzyme has suitable catalytic properties, its immobilization
may alter it and these desirable properties may be lost. It is
not unlikely that optimal stability of the enzyme may be

achieved using immobilization protocols activity that are dif-
ferent to those that give optimal specificity or selectivity, and
a compromise solution may be needed to select the most
adequate biocatalyst for the target process.

4.18. Use of supports having some catalytic components

In some instances, the support may pose some catalytic activity,
sometimes neglected by the researcher. Usually, the catalytic
activity of a support in the standard reactions used for enzyme
activity determination is assayed, and if the support modifies
the substrate, it is discarded. However, this may be not enough,
as it is possible that in the final reaction (to be scale-up
industrially), the substrate and product may be different, hav-
ing new groups that can be attacked by the unknown support
catalytic components. It should be also considered that the
reaction conditions may differ to the standard ones and alter
this catalytic activity. In this way, in real operation using
the immobilized enzyme, some undesired reaction may be
catalyzed by the support, sometimes affecting the reaction
substrate or product, but in other cases affecting even the
enzyme stability.

For example, metals are good catalysts for many reactions471–474

and they are present in many of the currently used enzyme
immobilization protocols. That is the case for supports activated
with immobilized metal chelates,475,476 magnetic supports,477–479

nano-flowers,52,55,58 or metal organic frameworks,480–483 for
example. The metal in the support may be in one stage and
not be catalytically active, but it is not unlikely that during
operation, it may be released (and this may already alter
its catalytic potential) or it can suffer from oxidations or
reductions, giving completely new catalytic potential to the
metal.484–486 Hence, the use of metals in enzyme immobiliza-
tion supports should be performed only after careful evaluation
of its inertness in the target reaction under operation condi-
tions. In fact, even if the activity follows the direction of
interest, they could have other capabilities or selectivities,
driving the production of some unexpected by-products. In a
similar way, the presence of metals in solution may have
negative effects on enzyme stability in the presence of oxidants
like hydrogen peroxide, increasing its inactivating power.350

4.19. From batch to continuous reactors and process
intensification

Immobilized enzymes are usually assayed and analyzed in
small vials or cuvettes submitted to magnetic stirring or orbital
shaking. The properties herein analyzed (activity, stability) are
therefore targeted to be translated into reaction metrics in a
suitable reactor. However these properties might not be directly
translatable. This can be due to a lack of standardized proce-
dures for evaluation/characterization311 as commented later or
due to the lack of anticipation of implementation bottlenecks
based on unknown underlying phenomena. For example, in
the state-of-the-art of applied biocatalysis, a lot of attention
has been devoted to the transition from batch to continuous
reactors, where enzyme is immobilized onto the wall of micro-
channel reactors or the particles containing immobilized
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enzyme are packed in a fixed-bed reactor.86,88,90 The reaction
then proceeds with the continuous flow of the reaction medium
through the system. The reactor productivity not only depends
on the biocatalyst properties (activity, stability) but also on
suitable fluid-dynamics of the reaction medium through the
bed. From the initial screening and preparation of the immo-
bilized enzyme up to the suitable application in the reactor, a
series of issues can generate problems. One is related to the
characteristics of the support material. As commented pre-
viously, the physico-chemical features of the carrier have a
critical influence on the mass-transfer situation and, therefore
the effectiveness and catalyst productivity that can be achieved.
The particle size and porosity that are suitable to minimize
diffusional restrictions in batch might not be suitable for
implementation in a fixed bed reactor. In fact, a sub-optimal
catalyst, and not the optimal one, prepared and characterized
in batch might be the one that fits the operational window of
the flow reactor. Something similar can occur with enzyme
loading.

Different functional consequences as a result of changes in
the enzyme loading have been previously discussed in this
review. From a practical perspective, the enzyme loading (or
better, the volumetric activity of the biocatalysts) defines new
constraints in the use of the catalyst in the reactor. Thus, the
enzyme loading must not only be suited to switch from kinetic
to diffusional control, but also limit the reaction time. Whereas
in a stirred tank reactor the enzyme loading in the support and
the enzyme loading in the reactor can be set independently (to
a certain extent), in a fixed bed reactor the enzyme loading
in the packed material is the only variable to define the
maximum reactor productivity.487–489 In the extreme, different
scenarios can occur that might result in infeasible conditions.
For example, if the enzyme loading is very low, and therefore
the reactor volumetric productivity is low, the residence time in
the reactor might need to be very long to reach the target
conversion yield.488 This might cause two undesirable effects.
First, when a too low flow rate is used, the fluid velocity through
the packed particles is low, which might create external mass
transfer limitations and an external concentration gradient of
the substrates decreasing the effectiveness factor of the catalyst.
Secondly, at low enough superficial velocities, the reaction mix-
ture would not necessarily flow under ideal plug-flow, since back
mixing and high axial dispersion in the reactor would take place.
Under these conditions, the conversion of the reactor would
decrease.86,490 On the contrary, if the enzyme loading is too high,
the volumetric activity would also be high, and the contact time
(residence time) between the catalyst and the reaction medium
might be too short. This might generate high superficial velo-
cities that increase pressure drop over the bed and result in
preferential channels through the reactor (so-called channeling),
and also decreasing the effectiveness of enzyme use. Additionally,
in the case of unstable reaction intermediates or unstable
products, it would be necessary to minimize the residence time
to prevent decomposition. In conclusion. loading should be
adapted to the requirements of the reaction in the flow reactor,
and may be quite different to those in batch reactors.491,492

4.20. Differences in the preparation and characterization of
immobilized enzymes in the laboratory and under industrial
operating conditions. Aspects which are often overlooked

From the previous comments, it is clear that differences
between preparation and characterization of an immobilized
enzyme at the laboratory scale and those operating under
industrial conditions can create problems for implementation,
sometimes not easily detectable by routine application of
immobilization protocols4,168 (Fig. 16). In the following section
we summarize some of these problems.

One of the key issues is the lack of standardization of
analysis protocols and activity reporting.311 One classic aspect
is the difference in the substrate concentrations used in the
quantification of immobilization yield and activity between
academia and industry.311,493 For monitoring enzyme immobi-
lization, quick assays based on colorimetric substrates are
frequently used. The expression of the activity of the catalyst
useful for application however requires a more detailed and
broader analysis. At some point in catalyst development high-
throughput screening and quantity of information must be
substituted by deeper information about the catalyst perfor-
mance. However, for catalyst implementation, characterization
in terms of activity is not sufficient. Instead the variation of
the specific rate of the enzyme upon variation of the
substrate concentration under realistic conditions of opera-
tions should give an insight into the operational window and
productivity.4,89,382,490,494,495

Fig. 16 Different scales of preparation and characterization of immobi-
lized enzymes. Differences between preparation and characterization of
an immobilized enzyme at the laboratory scale and an industrial scale can
create problems for implementation due to the different quantity and
quality of information available at the two scales. Routinely applied pro-
tocols at a small scale, mean that many immobilization options can be
screened and properties analyzed, but operational activity and stability and
energy input can be easily misinterpreted. However, preparation and
characterization of immobilized enzymes at a large scale requires con-
siderable resources. Identification and selection of intermediate scales
where an appropriate number of immobilization variants can be evaluated
under a useful range of conditions is of paramount importance.
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Another important aspect is enzyme stability studies. Quick
assessment of the suitability of an enzyme immobilization
protocol is usually based on studies of stabilization that rely
in many cases on measuring the thermodynamic stability of the
protein, since it can be performed in automated instruments.
However, for process implementation kinetic stability is more
relevant.4,89,382,490,494,495 Still the researcher must decide about
the amount of information acquired in the context of catalyst
development. While analysis under real operational conditions
would require extremely long experiments that would slow-
down the immobilization development process, a first screen-
ing for stabilization consists in the selection of denaturing
conditions where the reference catalyst is inactivated in the
timeframe of minutes or hours. These conditions are, in many
cases far away from the real application. Also, for simplicity,
analysis of the stability relies on incubation under resting
conditions. However, it has been described in the scientific
literature how the substrate and/or product participates in
irreversible inactivation/activation mechanisms of enzymes that
can alter the operational stability of the biocatalyst.382,496–499

Finally, as in many other biotechnological processes, the
mixing and energy input across scales is of major importance.
At small scale, the mixing is easily guaranteed, allowing control
of the chemical reaction not only during the preparation of the
catalyst but also during reaction analysis. At larger scales the
mixing time will increase, leading to concentration gradients.87

Suitable scaling-up of enzyme-immobilized catalysts and
optimization of the properties of the immobilized enzymes is
in many cases limited by the lack of identification of the
limiting factor underlying the observable enzyme performance.
When immobilized enzymes are designed and properties eval-
uated with the laboratory, most of the results are based on the
measurement of substrate consumption or product formation
rates. The analysis can be reduced to an initial reaction rate
measurement from where activity is referred and the data are
used for kinetic modeling, studies of pH-activity, temperature-
activity-profile.311,326,364 Another possibility is the study of
complete reaction courses, where data of concentration-time are
obtained.89,490,494,500–502 These data can be also used for kinetic
modelling, and also identification of different types of inactivation
and inhibition.89,490,494,500–502 In any case the enzyme activity or
the apparent kinetic constants are the result of a interplay of
different factors, namely structural factors of immobilization and
the enzyme microenvironment.224,302,326,335,362,503

Structural consequences of immobilization involve multiple
phenomena across different scales from enzyme distribution to
structural alteration of the immobilized enzyme. The structural
alteration of the immobilized enzyme involves a large and long
series of potential structural alterations of the enzyme once
immobilized, relating from enzyme orientation to structural
distortion.302,334 Recent advances in structural characterization
of immobilized enzymes using microscopic imaging methods
has provided useful insights.302,326 For example, enzyme dis-
tribution in porous particles is routinely analyzed by confocal
scanning fluorescence microscopy. Different spectroscopic
methods are used to analyze protein conformation on solid

supports.302,326 Very recent advances in surface-sensitive spec-
troscopic techniques have provided evidence that push the
determination of enzyme structure and orientation at the
solid–liquid interface, in particular single-molecule studies
showing that analyses sensitive to temporal and spatial hetero-
geneities in immobilized enzymes are useful to explain the
effects of conformational stability and active-site accessibility
on activity.302,504–507

In the interplay with the structural aspects of the immobi-
lized enzyme the microenvironment is the other fundamental
aspect determining enzyme performance. The microenviron-
ment in which enzymes are acting when they are immobilized
in solid materials is usually quite different from conditions in
the bulk solution.218,224,326,401,503,508–510 The differences are due
to the physical properties of the material and mass transfer
effects. As a consequence substrate/product concentrations, pH
and ionic strength can be very different and determine the
enzyme performance. In a classic biocatalyst characterization,
the interpretations are based on observations made in the liquid
phase. Elucidation, through direct measurement of differences in
the internal as compared to the bulk milieu is, therefore, funda-
mentally important in the mechanistic characterization of immo-
bilized enzymes. Different approaches have been developed
recently based on the direct fluorescent properties of substrate
products or the opto-chemical sensing enabled by the labelling of
immobilization materials.218,224,326,401,503,508–510

4.21. Some examples where immobilization can hardly
improve enzyme stability

Even though the potential of immobilization to solve many
enzyme limitations is high, there are some instances where
enzyme inactivation cannot be prevented by immobilization,
because using an enzyme with greater rigidity or partitioning
undesired compounds will not improve the situation. In these
cases, the advantages of enzyme immobilization are limited
and it should be considered if its other advantages can justify
the enzyme immobilization (see Introduction).

One example of this situation may be if the enzyme is
inactivated via suicide inhibition.511–515 If the enzyme has a
certain probability of being inactivated during catalysis, immo-
bilization can hardly improve these chances (perhaps by chance
one can generate some better structures, but we have not found
reports to support this).

In other cases, the main reason for enzyme inactivation is
the loss of an ion, cofactor, or prosthetic group, or the oxidation
of an enzyme residue, and this may even be accelerated if the
immobilization distorts the enzyme structure and exposes
more groups to the medium or decreases the affinity of the
enzyme to this component, making easier its release.516,517

In this way, enzyme stability will be not increased even if the
protein polymer is more rigid. There are some reports where an
increase in the number of enzyme–support bonds reduces
enzyme stability, usually when the enzyme has some of the
features listed previously.100,166,268,518 Similarly, in some
instances a too intense multi-point covalent attachment of
multimeric enzymes may produce the weakening of the enzyme
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assembly, making convenient intermediate levels of multi-
point covalent attachment to give the optimal immobilized
enzyme stability.519

Hence, to understand the main causes of enzyme inactiva-
tion can be a key point to indicate if the immobilization may
solve, or not, the stability problems of an enzyme, and help to
take decisions regarding the convenience, or not, of using
an immobilized enzyme, considering the other advantages
discussed in the introduction.

4.22. Logistic problems to be considered before deciding to
use an immobilized enzyme at an industrial scale

For an academic laboratory, some logistic problems may not be
considered very relevant. However, for a factory, they may be of
great importance.

The first question is if the user company prefers to buy a
commercial biocatalyst or prepare their own biocatalyst. To buy
the biocatalysts from a specialist company may be simpler, but
that limits possibilities for tuning and developing the biocata-
lyst, and the user company must rely on the good control of the
product that they receive from the supplier.

To make their own biocatalyst gives more opportunities to
improve the enzyme features in the direction required by the
company. However, this necessitates buying independently
supports and enzymes, and the user company must be able to
control the reproducible quality of these materials.

In both cases, there are risks of a withdrawal of a specific
support from the market, as has been the case of Eupergit by
Rohm and Hass. This makes it necessary to look for a similar
product in the market and very likely, re-optimize the prepara-
tion of the biocatalyst.

This possibility is hard to control, and for many companies,
this risk may be excessive and they may prefer the use of
soluble enzymes. However, it is very unlikely that an immobi-
lization support, with many costumers, will be withdrawn from
the market if it is not by the pressure of some competitor,
usually with some advantages over the former.

5. Concluding remarks

This new review has a very different focus compared to most
existing reviews on enzyme immobilization. Most reviews to
date have focused on the benefits of enzyme immobilization,
and how it can improve many enzyme properties (including
stability, selectivity, specificity, resistance to inhibition, or how
enzyme purification may be coupled to enzyme immobiliza-
tion), without emphasizing the problems that can be found in
immobilization. This has given the general wrong idea that any
‘‘enzyme immobilization’’ can promote these enzyme improve-
ments, and many authors do not make a clear distinction
between a properly designed immobilization protocol and a
random immobilization. In many cases, if the immobilization
of an enzyme has some undesired effects, immobilization as a
whole is discarded for this enzyme or process. Even in compar-
ison between different enzyme immobilization techniques or of

immobilization techniques with other alternatives (as the use
of whole cell biocatalysts), just one support, active group in the
support and immobilization protocol (usually not properly
optimized) are used, making unfair comparisons in most cases.
This review presents some critical considerations to take full
advantage of the enzyme immobilization process, commenting
on all points that, if not considered, can drive an immobilized
enzyme to have properties far from the optimal ones, and in many
cases worse than those of the soluble enzyme, without taking full
advantage of the enzyme immobilization. We have attempted to
describe the different problems that an uncontrolled or non-
properly understood enzyme immobilization protocol can pre-
sent, but also how this may be solved to finally take full advantage
of the immobilization process (at least in most instances).

In this way, an immobilization system must be conceptually
considered to be formed by three different components: an
adequate support, a suitable active group in the support and a
proper immobilization protocol (including activation of the
support, enzyme immobilization conditions, enzyme–support
multi-interaction conditions and reaction end-point for cova-
lent immobilization). If one of these aspects is not properly
considered in the enzyme immobilization, the results may be
far from the best possible, and in some instances give an
enzyme with even worse properties than the soluble enzyme,
when a proper protocol can give an enzyme much more stable
enzyme form (even thousands of fold more stable immobilized
enzymes may be produced).

On the other hand, many phenomena are still not fully
understood about how enzymes and supports interact and
consequently how this can affect the properties of immobilized
enzymes. In fact, in some cases an interaction that is positive
for an enzyme under specific conditions, is negative for an
apparently similar enzyme, or under other conditions.

It cannot be considered that a universal and perfect enzyme
immobilization protocol exists to give optimal enzyme features,
at least in terms of activity/stability for all enzymes. In fact,
there are too few protocols that can be really considered as
adequate to give an intense multi-point covalent attachment
and each of them has their own advantages and limitations.

Moving to the design of co-immobilized enzymes, the
necessity of developing new strategies is even more obvious,
as many problems are still without a solution (e.g., how to
shortcut the problem of different enzyme stabilities, how this
may affect the biocatalyst reusability, how can different enzyme
locations be used without discarding immobilization as a tool
to improve enzyme features, etc.) or even have not been
detected to date. Advances in new immobilization protocols
may be key for this situation.

The preparation of an industrial immobilized biocatalyst
can be conceptually complex, but to be successfully used, it
must be methodologically simple. In this way, we consider that
enzyme immobilization is still a discipline where intense
research is required. This research should be extended to areas
including:
�material sciences, that should design new support materials

that are very hydrophilic, physically inert at the end of the
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immobilization process, mechanical and chemically resistant,
with controllable pore and particle size
� reactor engineering, including design of new reactors

compatible with fragile supports, methods for biocatalyst recov-
ery, more efficient but not harmful stirring systems, better control
of the reaction conditions
� protein chemistry and dynamic simulation, to predict the

type and intensity of the enzyme–support interactions
� organic chemistry, including new reactive groups in the

support without the limitations of the current ones
� bioprocess engineering, for understanding, modelling and

controlling the underlying phenomena: reaction and of the
mass transfer phenomena.

Special interest may be required on coupling tools (such as
chemical or genetic modifications of enzymes) to develop
immobilized enzymes with better properties. Therefore, although
enzyme immobilization is considered by many researchers to be
a mature discipline where almost all has already been done,
considering all these facts, we rather consider that enzyme
immobilization requires a yet deeper research to define better
immobilization protocols and to explain and avoid some of the
undesired effects on enzyme features after immobilization. More-
over, many problems of enzyme immobilization or problems that
can be solved by proper immobilization protocols may still be
hidden, although we can foresee some and we have advanced
some in this review paper (e.g., mobility of the reversibly immo-
bilized enzymes on the support surface). We can consider that we
are still far from the borders of this research area and that the
future can bring many new and remarkable advances.
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